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ABSTRACT

This paper briefly presents the results of a study of various utility rate

schedules from across the United States and describes a video produced to

explain some major features of these rate structures. In particular, the demand,

energy and power factor sections of each rate schedule are explored to

understand the impacts of selected features on utility costs and on evaluation of

energy conservation projects.

The accompanying video was produced for the Energy Systems

Laboratory's Industrial Assessment Center (IAC) at Texas A&M University. This

video will be used during industrial audits to explain typical demand, energy and

power factor structures and savings potentials that can be realized by

implementation of energy conservation retrofit projects, known as energy

conservation opportunities (ECO's), that may be presented through the energy

audit process.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

Energy audits have been performed by the Energy Systems Laboratory's

5 Industrial Assessment Center (IAC) at Texas A&M University since 1986. Often,

energy conservation opportunities (ECO's) are identifiable prior to visiting the

I plant, from the analysis of utility data. This paper is a study of the utility data

which plants provide to the lAC, and in particular, the effects of demand, block

extenders, and power factor on plant utility costs and energy conservation costs.

5 Education of plant personnel about these effects is also described.

Much information exists about rate schedules, demand, block extenders

I and power factor (Turner 1993).' An annotated bibliography of some

publications with general information is included as Appendix A. Typically, plant

managers and maintenance personnel have a basir. understanding of these5 subjects, but not in sufficient detail to apply them to save energy and money.

One of the results of the IAC's one-day audits is to present, in a short

5 period of time, an instruction period on demand, block extenders, and power

factor for the plant management to use and save both energy and money from

U their utilities. This report, with its accompanying video, is provided as a short

5 instruction course on demand, block extenders and power factor.

Another purpose of this report is to provide a listing of typical savings

I potentials available to industrial plants for the three subjects presented.

Explanations of lowering demand, demand leveling, and power factor correction

I The format of the references in this report follows that of the Transactions of ASHRAE, the3 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers. Inc.
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will be presented to provide typical savings encountered by the IAC at industrial

* plants.

I DATA PROCUREMENT

Information on demand, block extenders and power factor ran be found in

many sources (e.g., Turner 1993). The available sources do not deal with

3 ~specific~s about each area of the country. This report will deal with specifics of

several utility rate schedules from across the United States. The sampling of

I different utility rate schedules was chosen to provide a wide variety of features,

5 and to include some for important naval installations. Particularly, they have

differences in charges for demand, energy consumption, and power factor.

5 Copies are included in Appendix B for reference.

The utility rate schedules considered in this report are from California,

B Illinois, Texas, and Virginia, and are listed in Table 1, along with the major

military installations served by the utility. All the schedules are applicable to

major military installations except for the Houston Lighting and Power and City of5 Brenham schedules. Many military installations' rate schedules are similar to the

schedules considered in this analysis.
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I TABLE 1
Rate Schedules and Military Installations Served

Utility Name & Location Major Military Installation Rate Schedule
Designation

Commonwealth Edison Great Lakes Naval Station 6L, Large General Service,
Chicago, IL Time-of-Day

San Diego Gas and Electric, San Diego Naval Station AL-TOU, General Service-
San Diego, CA. Large-Time Metered

Houston Lighting and Power None HL&P 67, Large General
Houston, TX Service

City of Brenham None E-G, Small Industrial
Brenham, TX . Service

Virginia Electric and Power Norfolk Naval Station MS
Norfolk, VA II_

Other portions of this study will present information that was experienced

as a direct participant in IAC audits and listening to plant representatives'

3_ questions during audits. Also included are experiences of other students

involved in IAC audits.

I

I
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CHAPTER II

RATE STRUCTURE FEATURES

DEMAND MEASUREMENT

Demand is the rate at which elbctrical energy is used. It is usually billed

explicitly only at commercial or industrial facilities. Most rate structures express

charges based on real power in kilowatts (kW), but some use apparent power

expressed in kilovolt-amperes (kVA).

Demand meters are typically installed at the utility side of the facilities'

incoming electrical feed. These meters are either electro-mechanical or

electronic in nature. They measure and record the highest peak demand

encountered in the billing period, usually about one month. The peak demand

will normally be measured over a five to fifteen-minute period. However, some

utilities extend the measurement time up to sixty minutes. Of the five utility rate

structures provided !n Appendix B, three use 15-minute intervals and the other

two use 30-minute intervals.

The advantage of having a longer peak demand interval exists in a

situation where a facility has large hoists, elevators, furnaces, or other large

electrical loads where the energy demand is intermittent or subject to large,

transient fluctuations. Some utilities will take this into account and provide a

longer interval of peak demand measurement, if requested.

DEMAND STRUCTURES

There are some typical demand features, such as block structure, time-of-

day rates, and seasonal variations that are seen in almost all utility rate

structures. The rate schedules used in this study are either large general
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service (LGS) or industrial type rate schedules. Three of the five schedules are

applicable to large military bases and two are from the local Texas area.

Table 2 below shows the tlme-of-day and seasonal variations (summer

I only) for the five utility rate structures in this study. The peak time-of-day

3 generally includes the late morning and afternoon hours, when there are

relatively large cooling loads and homemaking activities. Somsetimes, it is

3 restricted to week days (e.g., Commonwealth Edisco'n, Virginia Electric and

Power, Houston Lighting and Power, and San Diego Gas and Electric, included

II in Appendix B).

TABLE 2
Time-of-Day and Seasonal Variations

I Utility Name Peak Time-of-Day Seasonal Variation

Commonwealth Edison 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. June 15 - September 155 (Monday - Friday) (summer)
San Diego Gas and 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. May 1 - September 30

IElectric (Monday - Friday) (summer)

Houston Lighting and 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. May 15 - October 15
Power (Monday - Friday) (summer)

City of Brenham Various June 1 - September 30
(Coincident on-peak) (summer)3 Virginia Electric and 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. None

Power (Monday - Friday)U
Some examples of time-of-day cost variations can be clearly seen in the

Commonwealth Edison arid San Diego Gas and Electric demand rate schedu!es.

3 For Commnonwealth Edison, the summer rates are $17.15/kW in the peak time

period and $7.43/kW in the off-peak period. The winter demand rates for

I Commonwealth Edison are $13.42/kW and $5.76/kW in the peak and off-peak

periods, respectively. San Diego Gas and Electric is similar to the

I
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Commonwealth Edison demand rate structure with summer rates of $18.14/kW

and $3.7'5/kW, and winter rates of $4.21/kW and $3.35/kW for the peak and off-

peak periods.

This shows that when the utility is experiencing its highest system loads,

the customer will pay more for its demand. This encourages the customer to

schedule his work periods to the off-peak times to reduce the charges for

demand.

The one exception regarding seasonal variations in Table 2 is Virginia

Electric and Power Company. Their lack of seasonal variations could not be

explained by either a major customer (Eitel 1993) or the utility company

representative (Thomas 1993).

The seasonal variations shown in Table 2 are for the summer season

only. Typically, these extend from approximately May to September, which

would normally be the peak time of year for cooling loads. The winter season,

not shown in Table 2, is all the other months. The peak loads for the winter

months would include large heating loads, if electricity were used for heating.

Demand rates can have block structures, similar to energy rate block

structures. An example is the Virginia Electric and Power Company demand

3 rates in Appendix B. For the first 1,500 kW demand the utility charges

$12.97947/kW and for, all additional demand above 1,500 kW the utility charges

$12.61638/kW. Commonwealth Edison has a similar demand structure, with the

first 10,000 kW costing $17.15/kW and $13.42/kW in the summer and winter

months, respectively, and with demand over 10,000 kW costing $7.43/kW and

$5.76/kW, respectively.

All peak demand rates have as a purpose the lowering of demand at the

peak time of the supplier. However, peak charges applied over a broad interval

such as those from Virginia Electric and Power, San Diego Gas and Electric, and
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U
Houston Lighting and Power do not focus on the precise time of the peak as well

as possible. An interesting demand charge is the coincident/non-coincident

peak demand charge of the City of Brenham. This charge is a penalty to the

I] customer for demand occurring precisely when the utility has its peak demand.

3 For the City of Brenham demand rate structure, the utility charges a coincident

peak charge at the time of the system peak for the Lower Colorado River

3 Authority (LCRA), a major regional wholesale supplier. The customer's demand

window is 15-minutes averaged over one hour, and it must occur within 30

1 minutes of the LCPA system peak to be a coincident peak.a This rate is of interest because of the precision with which it tracks the

supplier's peak. Table 3 (Carney, et.al. 1994) shows the time and dates of the

5 LCRA system demand peaks for a recent year. There are some early morning

peaks which would fall outside the time-of-day and seasonal periods shown in

U Table 2. Howecier, the LCRA is an unusual utility with some hydroelectric

production, and a relatively large number of rural and small town consumers.

"TABLE 3
LCRA Coincident Peak Demand Times and Dates

Billing Date Time of Peak Peak Demand Date

12/25/92 19:00 12/05/92
01/25/93 08:00 01/11/93

02/25/93 08:00 01/26/93

03/25/93 09:00 03/13/93

04/25/93 21:00 04/19/93

5 05/25/93 18:00 05/17/93

06/25/93 17:00 06/03/93

5 07/25/93 17:00 07/23/93

08/25/93 18:00 08/18/93

3 09/25/93 18:00 08/25/93

10/25/93 17:00 09/25/935 11/22i93 07:00 11/05/93

II
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Because the utility establishes a non-coincident peak demand charge,

3 cost savings can be seen by the customer if their peak demand does not occur

when the utility reaches its peak demand. For the City of Brenham rate structure

I in Appendix B, the coincident on-peak demand charge is $9.061/kW and the

3 non-coincident peak demand charge is $1.2603/kW, or a $7.8007/kW difference.

Therefore, a customer should be aware of when the coincident on-peak time

3 occurs. Table 3 shows that the LCRA peak generally occurs at about 5 p.m.

during April through December, and about 8 a.m. during January through March.

I This is fairly consistent from year to year (Dannhaus 1994). Arrangements can

be made to have the utility notify the customers of the impending peak so that

equipment can be shutoff, or to even have the utility control the equipment by

5 radio signal.

3 ENERGY RATE STRUCTURES

Utility energy rate structures can vary significantly across the country.

Each utility rate structure is dependent on the customer base size, the types of

3 customers and other economic factors. Some of the more prevalent energy rate

structures are the flat block, fixed declining block, flexible declining block, and

3 tirh3-of-day dependent. Table 4 shows each utility, the number of energy blocks

the rate structure has, and whether it is a flat, fixed declining, 2 or flexible

declining, or time-of-day dependent energy rate block structure.

I
I

3 2 None of the rate structures considered in this report exhibit true fixed declining block behavior.
An example of a fixed declining block structure would be a rate schedule charging a higher price3 for the first 500,000 kWh of energy, and a lower price for all additional energy used.

I
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TABLE 4
Utility Energy Rate Structures

Utility Company & No. of Blocks Type of Structure
Energy Rate Schedule

Commonwealth Edison, two time-of-day dependent

LGS-TOD

San Diego Gas and three time-of-day dependent

Electric, AL-TOU

Houston Lighting and two flexible declining
Power, LGS (demand dependent)

3.City of Brenham, E-G one flat

Virginia Electric and one flat

Power Company, MS

Flat Block Rate Structure

The simplest of the energy rate structures is the flat block rate structure,

in which one flat rate is charged for "11 kilowatt-hours consumed in the plant.

There is no correlation between energy charges and demand. The two rate

schedules in Table 4 which have this structure are the City of Brenham and

Virginia Electric and Power Company. The energy charges for these utilities are

$0.00880/kWh and $0.01968/kWh, respectively.

Time-of-Day Dependent Rate Structure

The San Diego Gas and Electric and Commonwealth Edison energy rate

structures are time-of-day dependent, multi-block rate structures. Both energy

rate structures have a dependency on the time-of-day when the energy is used.

For the San Diego Gas and Electric Company primary voltage, large

general service, time metered schedule there are three blocks of time which
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regulate the charges for energy consumption. The three time periods are noted

I as on-peak, semi-peak, and off-peak. Table 5 shows the three time periods, the

applicable base energy rates, and the seasonal adjustments to the time periods.

I The times listed are weekdays, unless specified.

I TABLES
San Diego Gas and Electric Energy Rates and Times

Period Summer Rate Winter Rate Summer Winter
($kh) ($/kWh) Times Times

Peak 0.05000 0.03035 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. 5 p.m. - 85pm
Semi-peak 0.00927 0.00947 6 a.m. - 11 p.m. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m.

________6 6p.m. - 10 p.m. 8 p.m. -10 p.m.
Off-peak 0.00059 0.00094 10 p.m. - 6 a.m. 10 p.m. 6 a.m.

plus holidays and plus holidays and
____________________ ___________ weekends weekends

Table 5 shows that the cost of energy is less expensive when the

I consumption is during the semi-peak or off-peak time period. This is

reasonable, because the utility would not have much,, trouble generating enough

I energy to service all its customers at semi-peak or off-peak times. Off-peak

I rates are about one-tenth (or less) of semi-peak rates, and are about one-
thirtieth (or less) of peak rates. The winter peak rate is about 60% of the

I summer peak rate, attributed to a much lower cooling load. The dramatic

difference between the summer peak and off-peak rates (the off-peak summer

I rate is even less than the winter off-peak rate) strongly encourages energy use

I at other then peak times.
The second energy rate schedule for the time-of-day dependent rate

I structure is the Commonwealth Edison Company. This energy schedule has
only two blocks, which are the peak and off-peak time periods. The peak period

I is from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except for holidays. All
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other times are considered as off-peak. The rate for the peak period is

$0.05741/kWh and during the off-peak period the utility charges $0.02477/kWh.

Flexible Declining Rate Structure

As noted in Table 3, this rate structure is dependent on the peak demand

of the plant and cost savings for energy are available as a result of lowering

demand, which will be discussed in Chapter III. Houston Lighting and Power

(HL&P) bills its customers based on apparent demand, measured in kilovolt-

amperes (kVA).

For the rate schedule used in this study, HL&P - Large General Service

(LGS), the cost for energy consumption in the second block is cheaper than for

the first block. The first block energy charge is $0.025734/kWh for the first 295

kWh/kVA demand, and the second block energy charge is $0.007540/kWh. The

size of the first block depends on demand, and the factor of 295 kWh/kVA, which

determines the block size and is called a block extender.

To illustrate, consider a demand of 1,000 kVA with an energy

consumption of 350,000 kWh, for a one month utility bill. The resultant demand,

energy and total costs are $6,820, $8,006, and $14,826, respectively. Figure 1

is a graphical representation of the results. Note that in Figure 1 the block 1

energy cost is $7,591.53 (295,000 kWh at $0.025734/kWh) and the block 2

energy cost is $414.70 (55,000 kWh at $0.00754/kWh).
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8 0 Total Cost = $14,826
8,20018,000 $800

_ 7,800 Block 2

7,600-
m 7,400

I 7,200

7,000-- Block 1

_ j., 0 $6,820

6,600

* 6,400-{

6,200 -
3 Dermnd Energy

"FIGURE I
* Houston Lighting and Power Rate Structure Example

3 If demanc is lowered in the above example, for the same amount of

energy use, the size of the more expensive first block decreases and more

5 energy is i:1 the less expensive second block. If the peak demand of the plant is

reduced, a savings for both demand and energy can result. Consider lowering

the demand from 1000 kVA to 900 kVA, with the total consumption remaining the

same 1350,000 kWh). There would be a savings for both demand and energy

costs. The costs would be $6,138 for demand and $7,470 for energy, for a total

3 cost of $13,608. Now, only 265,500 kWh (900 kVA multiplied by the block

extender factor of 295 kWh/kVA) are charged at the more expensive block 1

price of $0.025734/kWh for a cost of $6,832.37, and the remainder (84,500

5I kWh) of the 350,000 kWh is charged at $0.00754/kWh for a cost of $637.13.

Therefore, with a flexible declining block energy rate structure, which is

3] demand dependent, and with consumption in two blocks, if the customer lowers

demand by turning off equipment or extending the shift time, savings occur in

I
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both energy and demand. Some methods for lowering demand and demand

leveling will be discussed more in Chapter 111.

As noted earlier, HL&P measurgs demand in kV. The major advantage

I to measuring demand in kVA is that equipment inefficiency and electrical losses

3 become the customers responsibility. According to the Electric Power Research

Institute (EPRI) in Palo Alto, California (Evans 1994) there are at least fifty other

utilities nation-wide which bill on kVA demand.

Several other charges are also imposed on a kWh basis by all utilities.

I Examples include fuel cost adjustments and power cost recovery adjustments.

These are usually charged on a flat, energy rate basis and vary in the type and

amount from utility to utility.

POWER FACTOR DEFINITION

I Basically, power factor (pf) is a measure of how effectively the plant uses

the electricity it purchases from the utility. It iR defined as the ratio of real power

to apparent power with units of kW/kVA, and frequently it is expressed as a

3 percentage. It is also given as the cosine of the angle between the apparent

power hypotenuse and the real power leg of a right triangle when the powers are

I described in the complex plane. In equation form:

pf = Real Power (kW) =cosine 0
Apparent Power (kVA)

3 In an alternating current (AC) circuit there are three electric powers that

are normally defined. Real power is the power which the equipment in the plant

I actually uses to do work and apparent power is the power the utility supplies to

run the equipment. The last power defined is imaginary or reactive power,
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expressed in kilovolt amperes reactive (kVAR). Reactive power does no useful

3 work in an AC electrical system. This can be described in the complex plane by

associating the real power with the real axis and the reactive or imaginary power

I with the imaginary axis. The apparent power is then the vector sum of the real

3 and imaginaiy powers as shown in Figure 2.

Apparent Power (kVA)

Reactive Power (WVAR)

Real Power (kW)

FIGURE 2
Power Triangle

Most utility companies have some method to penalize the customer if their

I power factor is not above some specified level. Generally, power factors below

1 75% to 85% are penalized. Four of the five utilities in Table 1 have specific or

implied power factor penalties.

3 For the City of Brenham and San Diego Gas and Electric rate schedules

power factor cost penalties are imposed if the power factor is less than 90%.

I HL&P and Virginia Electric and Power Company power factor cost penalties are

3 implied rather than stated as power factor percentages. HL&P bills demand in

WVA, which is apparent power. Referring to Figure 2, it can be seen that any
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power factor less than 100% results in an increase in the demand charge over

t:iat for the actual real power used by the customer. The Virginia Electric and

Power Company charges directly for kVAR at a rate of $0.15/kVAR, which is the

- reactive power associated with power factor less than 100%. Virginia Electric

"3 and Power charges for demand at a rate of $12.97947/kW for the first 1,500 kW.

By having a separate reactive power charge they are penalizing the customer for

any power factor less than 100%, similar to HL&P. Referring to Figure 2,

Virginia Electric and Power charges their customers for both the power to do

I useful work in the plant (real power) and for the reactive power that does no

useful work which is associated with power factor less than 100%.

POWER FACTOR CORRECTION

The goal of power factor correction is to reduce the angle 0 between the

real and apparent power (see Figure 2). Since the real power required to do

I useful work does not change, then only apparent power can be changed. This is

normally done by adding capacitors to an AC circuit.

3 Capacitors counteract the effect of inductive circuit components. They

alternately draw power from the circuit and then release it back to the circuit, out

of phase with inductive circuit components. The two devices, capacitors and

3 inductors, pass the reactive current back and forth.

Power factor correction capacitors are rated in kVAR or kVAC (kilovolt-

3ampere s-capacitance), which subtract directly from a circuit's inductive kVAR.

An illustratiun of adding capacitance to an inductive circuit is provided in Figure

* 3, where the capacitors reduce the reactive power.

I
I

I
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Reactive Power Reduction
(WVAR)

Apparent Power (kVA)

IReactfive Power (WVAR)

*9
3 ~Real Power (kW)

FIGURE 3I Power Factor Correction

3 By adding the capacitors, apparent power (kVA) will be reduced and the

ratio of kW/kVA will be closer to 1.0 (e.g., moving from 01 to 02 ). It would be

I desirable to make the power factor equal to 1.0, but typically 0.95 is the best that

3 can be expected for a reasonable cost (Turner 1992).

Power factor correction capacitors can be added at different points in the

3 electrical system. One is at the individual piece of equipment. Another is at

groups of equipment, such as in a metal shop where the capacitance would be

I added to the electrical feed to all lathes. The last point to add capacitance is at

3 the incoming electrical feed to the facility.

Placing the capacitors in the right location is ye important (SMACNA

3 1984). Advantages to placing the capacitors at the individual piece of

equipment are:

I * Capacitors increase load capability of the distribution system.
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"* Capacitors can be switched with the equipment, thus no additional

switching or automatic capacitance is needed.

"* Better voltage regulation because the capacitor use will follow the

I load.
9 Capacitor sizing is easier.

"* Capacitors are installed on the equipment and can be easily moved

* with the equipment.

The disadvantages of having the capacitance on the individual piece of

I equipment are:

*Small capacitors cost more per kVAR than larger units. The economic

breakpoint for individual correction is generally about 10 hp.

If the capacitors service groups of equipment, the advantages are:

I e Increased load capabilities of the electrical service.

e Reduced costs relative to individual correction.

e Reduced installation costs relative to individual correction.

3 The disadvantages to group correction are:

*Switching or automatic capacitance may be needed to control the

I capacitance used.

U When the capacitance is added to the incoming facility electrical feed, the

* advantages are:

e Lower material costs.

3 but the major disadvantages are:

*Switching or automatic capacitance will be needed to control the

amount of capacitance used.
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.This installation does not improve the load capabilities of the

3lcria distribution system, as compared to adding capacitance to

the individual or groups of equipment.

I Other benefits of increasing the power factor are reducing the current

3 drawn by the electrical motors, free up generating capacity for the utility, and in

general reducing utility costs for the customer (Turner 1992).
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CHAPTER III

SIMPLE TECHNIQUES FOR ACHIEVING SAVINGS

Over time a few simple techniques h~ave been identified which generally

result in savings on some of the rate schedule cost features which have been

previously discussed. Thi's section will discuss some of the more common

savings techniques and how effective they have been for the IAC.

3 LOWERING DEMAND

To lower the demand that a facility is experiencing, two major options

5 should be considered. The first is to simply shut equipment off during peak

demand times, if it is not required tor the present operation. The second is to

I have some scheme of replacing equipment with more efficient equipment. A

review of the data compiled by Eggebrecht (1994) in his Master's major report

for the IAC gives a listing of the ECO's that were recommended for 200 audits.

The first option of shutting equiipment off is recommended about 11 % of

the time during audits of facilities done by the lAG (Eggebrecht 1994). This

I ranks it as fifth of the top 25 recommended EGO's, with 66 occurrences since

1986. Typically, the equipment recommended for shut off is small equipment,

such as welders, lights, and fans. However, sometimes the equipment is larger,3 such as air-conditioning units or large furnaces. The savings for equipment shut

off can frequently be. achieved by a technique as simple as employee education.

Implementation costs are relatively small, or zero, when suitable switch gear

already exists.

I The second option of replacing equipment with more efficient types is

recommended approximately 32% of the time during IAC audits. Some of the
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most common recommendations are to install higher efficiency lighting fixtures

and using energy efficient motors. The typical savings for these two ECO's

average $1,155 and $3,728, per year respectively. The simple payback average

U is approximately 1.6 years.

* Other demand reducing practices are to improve lubrication practices

(e.g., synthetic lubricants), and power factor correction projects.

All of the above recommendations have simple payback periods in the

two to four year range, but surprisingly power factor correction averages a

I simple payback of 1.7 years (Eggebrecht 1994). Power factor correction

projects also normally have large cost savings, averaging $11,813 per year for

the small and medium-sized plants (less than $75 million in gross annual sales

and less than 500 employees) audited by the IAC.

I DEMAND LEVELING

Demand leveling is another option for lowering the facility's peak demand.

I This can be accomplished by extending the hours worked during the day,

increasing the number of shifts operated at the facility, or staggering equipment

use over the work day.

* A simple example for staggering equipment use or demand leveling would

be a process which requires two machines for production, each with a 100 hp

I motor, during a normal eight-hour shift, attended by one or more workers. If this

3 process was done during two eight-hour shifts (16 hours total), using only one

100 hp motor, the production would theoretically remain the same but the

* electrical demand would be cut in half.

Demand management ECO's were recommended at least 34 times during

I audits of facilities by the IAC since 1986 (Eggebrecht 1994). This equates to a

* 3% recommendation rate.
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For changes in the shift schedule to become a reality, the management of

the facility requires significant cost savings. During audits conducted by the IAC

shift scheduling has been recommended several times, but it is normally not

I implemented because the cost savings are low compared to the salary, wages,

and overhead required to man an extra operating shift.

Other demand leveling techniques include using programmable

controllers for thermostats, timers and motion sensors on little-used lighting

circuits, or energy management control systems (EMCS). With the increasing

I use of electronic control circuits for electrical driven machinery, an EMCS is a

reasonable solution to decreasing the peak demand and performing demand

leveling. There are many contractors who can install and train plant personnel

* on the use of energy management control systems.

I CAPACITANCE
Poor power factor can cost a facility many thousands of dollars over time.

I This is also a problem from the standpoint of increasing the utilities' load and

3 reducing their capacity. When a facility realizes that the power factor is low,

through an audit or other means, the most common way to correct the problem is

to install capacitance in the circuit.

Of 200 audits performed by the IAC at Texas A&M University, installing

I power factor correction was rated as number 11 of the top 25 recommended

ECO's, and was implemented 57% of the time it was recommended. The

average savings was $11,813 per year, and the implementation cost averaged

$19,115. This provided an average simple payback of 1.7 years (Eggebrecht

194) Typically the recommendation was to provide the capacitance bank at the

incoming electrical feed to the facility. However, if the facility had large electric
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motors, usually greater than 10 hp, capacitance could be added to the motor

circuits. One advantage of adding the capacitance to the individual piece of

equipment is that it could be moved with the equipment, if needed. Other

I advantages and disadvantages were provided in the previous chapter.

If a facility is experiencing a growth period, attaching the capacitance to

the individual pieces of equipment is the more preferred method (Laham 1992).

However, the cost of smaller capacitors is more per kVAR than with larger units.

Therefore, the manag-ment of the facility should request the advice of an

I electrical engineer prior to making the final decision on where the capacitance is

* to be added.
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U CHAPTER 4

EDUCATION OF PERSONNEL ABOUT MAJOR RATE STRUCTURE

U FEATURES

U NEED
As mentioned earlier in this study, frequently facility representatives do

not fully understand demand, block extenders, and power factor. This results in

I the staff and students from the IAC attempting to present the information to them

in a relatively short period of time during their one-day visit. Often more

instruction than the one-day IAC visit is needed to adequately explain demand,

3 block extenders and power factor for the plant personnel to gain a full

understanding of how they can influence their monthly utility bills.

OPPORTUNITIES

I Two current methods of instructing plant personnel are available. The

IAC currently makes use of Energy Cost Analysis (ECA's) presentation to plant

personnel when arriving for the one-day audit. As noted in a previous report

(Eggebrecht 1994), the ECA does provide some assistance but experience in

audits has shown this frequently is not adequate because of the time constraint

I to present the information.

The video, which has been produced as part of this study, is another

method of instruction available. Current plans are to use the video at plants

where audio-visual equipment is available. If response is positive to the video,

audio-visual equipment may be purchased for use during audits when such

I equipment can not be made available by the plant.
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This video is relatively short, less than fifteen-minutes, and covers the

basics on demand, block extenders, and power factor. Therefore, the video can

be shown before the ECA is presented and then any weak areas will be

U discussed during the ECA presentation. The ECA will provide more specific

3 information applicable to the particular plant being considered.

Also, by having copies of the video available, plant personnel will have

the option of requesting a copy for further review after the audit ha,,. been

completed. This will assist in clearing up weak areas on demand, block

U expanders, and power factor, without IAC personnel making another visit (which

* is not currently done).

By presenting both the video and ECA, the hope is that two different

I presentation media will assist in instructing plant personnel more thoroughly.

Normally, using different instructional media provides better overall retention of

I the subject matter (U.S. Department of Education 1994).

I VIDEO PRODUCTION

I Though the video is relatively short, considerable time and expense were
required for the final production. A general flow path to obtain the final

1 production is presented below.

The first step in the production process was to select a reasonably priced

producer. Since no prior experience was available, a telephone search wasI made and a video producer was chosen after discussing budget and general

expectations. Subsequently, a meeting between the student and the producer

established certain requirements. The main requirement for the student was to

provide a script and the graphics for the video.

I The script, as provided in Appendix C, took approximately a month to

U compose, including rewrites, edits, and graphics. The desire was to limit the
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final video production at ten to fifteen-minutes. This time limit was chosen due

3 to constraints on audit visits and attention span for the information on the video

is better for short durations.

I Once the script was completed, rehearsals and 'dry runs' were conducted

I for personnel familiar with the information. This provided feedback on speed of

presentation and areas of the script to stress.

5 ~Finally the video 'shoot' day arrived. The many re-takes, close-ups and

general video shots took approximately six hours. A general photogr&~phy studio

U was used for backdrops and lighting due to cost constraints.

After the filming day, the video production company edited and provided

on-screen graphics at points of interest within the video production. Since the

production company did not have the proper equipment to do the editing and

graphics, the video was taken to another location for the editing and graphics.

I This portion of the video production took approximately three or four weeks,

Therefore, the total time to produce the video, once the decision was

made to use video media, was approximately two to three months. If all the3 editing, on-screen graphics and other equipment had been owned and operated

by one production company the time may have been shortened to two months or

3 less.
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SUMMARY

Utility demand and energy rate schedules can vary significantly across

I the nation, and understanding major components of the various rates is

I important. Interest is often focused on the demand, energy, and power factor

requirements of the particular rate schedule for savings for the facility involved.

Electrical demand and energy savings potentials are abundant. Some

are very simple, such as shutting equipment off during lunch and breaks.

I Several of the books recommended in the annotated bibliography are excellent

sources to find methods for demand and energy savings.

Continued education of personnel at large commercial and industrial

I facilities is required, including the military community. The video, which was

produced as part of this study, is a new method of instruction which may prove

3 very useful. Continued improvements on the video production presented here

could include a more professional presentation with better and higher

technology equipment being used.
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1= 1. i. Mechler, Milton, ed. Retrofittin..-of Commercial. Institutional. and
Industrial Buildings for Energy Conservation. New York: Van Nostrand

II Reinhold Company, Inc., 1984.

This book has qn easy-to-use format that details step-by-step procedures
to initiate an energy efficiency project, from performing an audit, and designing,
implementing, and evaluation of the resultant project.

1 2. Thumann, Albeit. Plant Engineer and Managers Guide to Energv
Conservation, 5th ed. Lilburn, GA: The Fairmont Press, Inc., 1991.

This guide provides information on life cycle costing, electrical and HVAC
system optimization, methods to reduce building energy loss, and a very
practical guide to establishing an energy conservation (efficiency) maintenance
program. It also provides a list of microcomputer programs for energy analysis3 that would be of great benefit to energy managers.

3. Turner, Wayne C. Energv Management Handbook, 2 ed, Lilburn, GA:
The Fairmont Press, Inc., 1993.

This reference manual provides methods and instrument listing to perform
energy audits of facilities. Also provides typical energy conservation
opportunities for industrial, commercial, and businesses including suggested
methods of maximizing energy efficiency. Includes information on cogeneration,
energy management control systems (EMCS), alternative fuels, and thermal
energy storage.

4. United States Navy. DoD Energy Manager's Handbook (Draft), Vol. 1.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1993.

This handbook provides both experienced and inexperienced energy
managers with information on implementing an energy management program to
meet DoD goals for energy conservation.1

I
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SCHEDULE MX

FEDEZRAL GOVERNMENT ISTALLATIONS

I
I. APPLICABILITY

This schedule is applicable to any Federal Government installation
contracting for 1500 kW or more of alternating current
electricity. Such-installation served under this schedule may
change to service under the company's Schedule No. 6 - Large
General Service, and vice versa, effective with the meter reading
date immediately precedinq the receipt by the Company of the
Government's written request for such change, if (1) the initial
term of the applicable schedule has been satisfied; or (2) a
change is made in the rate for service under either schedule.
However, when an installation makes such change, the installation
must remain on the then-selected schedule for at least one year
after the change is made, regardless of changes in either rate
schedule during such one-year period, other contract provisions to
the contrary notwithstanding.

I II. SERVICE AVAILABLE

The Company w .I supply the equipment necessary and 'will deliver
to the Customer at a delivery point mutually satisfactory to the
Customer and :he Company, 60 hertz alternating current electricity
of the phase and Company standard nominal voltage desired by the
Customer at said delivery point, provided electricity of the phase
and voltage desired by the Customer is available generally in the
area in which electricity is desired.

111I. 30'DAY RATE

A. KW Demand Charge
First 1500 kW of Demand or Less 19469..241"3 Additional kW of Demand @ $ r2--54-per kW lk.o/~o3e

B. Plus rkVA Demand Charge
All rkVA of Demand @ $ 0.15 per rkVA

C. Plus Energy Charge3 All kWh @ $ 1.9680 per kwh

O rAprc~ Z . OO-kki-0

Apr~c ?a v0~.. K z*vL9fbont ý nued) ~
"Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91

Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS fromFERC Docket No. rP91-562-000) Effective:
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SC"REDULE MsIZDERI•L GOVENMEINT INSTALLATIONS

-(CcoMtiuusd)

I III. 30-DAY RATE (Continued)

D. Annual Fuel Adjustment Factor

1. The kilowatthours in each Customer's bill for the current
billing month shall be multiplied. by an annual fuel
adjustment factor which shall be. equal to the sum of:

(a) the estimated current-period fuel adjustment factor,
j and

(b) the prior-period deferral a, ustnent factor.

2. The estimated current-period fuel adjustmeot factor to
become effective with the April billing month of eaoh year
shall be based on the total estimated system fuel expenses
allocable to Schedule MS and Schedule MS kilowatthour
sales for the 12-month period beginning in April of each
year, and shall be calculated by the fuel adjustment
factor formula shown below rounded to the nearest
thousandth of a cent.

3. The prior-period deferral adjustment factor to become
effective with the April billing month of each year shall
be based on the difference between the total fuel expenses
(using the criteria outlined (a) through (o) of paragraph
7. below) allocable to Schedule MS and the total fuel
recoveries by Schedule MS customers for the 12 months
prior to April of each year, divided by the estimated
Schedule MS kilowatthour sales for the 12-month period
beginning with April of each year (6 months where a semi-
annual change is made pursuant to paragraph 5. below).
The prior-period deferral adjustment eactor will be
adjusted for taxes.

(Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS from
FERC Docket No. ER91-56: 'o0) Effective:
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SCHEDULE MI
FEDEMAL GOVEM NT XNlTALLAVIONS

(continuid)

I III. 30-DAY RATE (Continued)

4. The intent of the annual fuel adjustment factor is to
recover all fuel expenses allocable to Schedule MS
customers. To the extent the amount recovered from
Schedule MS customers through annual fuel adjustment
factors and the fuel component of the bass rate exceeds
the cost of fuel allocable to Schedule MS for the same
time period, this over-recovery shall be a credit in the
calculation of the prior-period deferral adjustment factor
for the 12-month period beginning with the next April. To
the extent the amount recovered from Schedule MS customers
through the annual fuel adjustment factor and tho fuel
component of the base rate is less than the.cost of fuel
allocable to Schedule MS for the same time period, this
under-recovery shall be a charge in the calculation of the
prior-period deferral adjustment factor for the 12-month
period beginning with the next April.

1 5. The annual fuel adjustment factor shall be reviewed on a
semi-annual basis to determine if any change is required.
The current and prior period portions of the fuel
adjustment factor will be reviewed individually, and a
change to one or both may be made. The adjustment may be
deferred until the end of the 12-month period, provided
the net difference between the Company's actual and
estimated under-recovery at the end of the 12-month period
is no greater than seven and one-half per centum of actual
and estimated fuel expenses or the net difference between
the actual and estimated over-recovery at the end of the
12-month period is no greater than five per centum of
actual and estimated fuel expenses.i

"3 (Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
EffectivG 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopteu:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS from
FERC Dockcet No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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SCHEDULE MS3 WEDWAL GOVERNKMZW INSTALLATIONE

3 -(CO Atiued)

I I1. 30-DAY RATE (Continued)

3 6. Fuel adjustment factor formula:

F' B3 (7) (100)

5 Where:

F - Estimated fvel adjustment factor in cents per3 kilowatthour.

El - Estimated North Anna fuel expenses plus estimated
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative Buyback fuel
expenses allocated to Schedule MS Customers.

E - Estimated total fuel expenses less estimated
North Anna fuel expenses and Old Dominion
Electric Cooperative Buyback fuel expenses
allocated to Schedule MS Customers.

S - Estimated total Schedule MS Xilowatthour sales
for the 12-month period beginning with April each
year.

B Base cost of fuel per kwh - $0.01500.

T Adjustment for state and local taxes measured by
gross receipts: 100% divided by (100% minus3 applicable gross receipts tax rate).

3 (Continued)

Electric-Viqiknia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS from
FERC Docket No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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SCHEfDULI XS5 PEDZRAL GOVERNMENT INSTALLATIONS

I IIM. 30-DAY RATE (Continued)

7. The estimated fuel expenses allocable to the Schedule xS
Customers for the 12-month period beginning April of each
year, shall be determined as follows:

3 (a) Fossil and nuclear fuel consumed in the Utility's ow
plants, and the Utility's share of fossil and nuclear
fuel consumed in jointly owned or leased plants.

N The cost of fossil fuels shall be those items
initially charged to account 151 and cleared to
accounts 501, 518, and 547 on the basis of fuel used.
In those instances where a fuel stock account (151) is
not maintained, e.g., gas for combustion tuurbines, the
amount shall be based on the cost of fuel consumed and3. entered in account 547.

The cost of nuclear fuel shall be the amount contained
in account 518 except that if account 518 also
contains any excpense for fossil fuel which has already
been included in the cost o± fossil fuel, it shall be5 ,deducted from this account.

I, (b) The following purchased power costs:

(i) The fuel cost component of any purchased power
transaction.

IRE

3 .(Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:I- !'quivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS from
;*RC Docket No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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m SCHEDULZ Hs

FEDERAL GOVERNMUT XNSTPLLAkTIONS

(Continued)

111. 30-DAY RATE (Continued)

5 ."(ii) The total en j charges associated with
economic purchapes if the energy charges are
less than the Company's total avoided variable5 ., costs during the purchase period.

S(iii) The total expense associated witi purchased
power of less than twelve months duration if
the total cost of the purchase is less than the
company's total avoided variable costs a&7 if
the purpose of the purchase was solely to
displace higher cost generation. Purchase"
made to solely displace higher cost generation

•1-1,exclude reliability purchases. A purchase
shall be deemed for reliability where the
Company's system reserve criterion is not met.

-- Such criterion is as follows:

Operating Reservn (consisting of the largest3. generating unit plus regulating margin plus
load forecast margin)

75% of Emergencvy ontract Capacity

Eguals

Spinning, Reserve Requirement

"(iv) Energy receipts that do not involve money
payments such as Diversity Energy and pay-back
of Storage Energy are not defined as Purchased
or Interchanged Power relative to the Fuel
Clause.

(Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS fromFERC Docket No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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(Cobti~ued)

E II. 30-DAY RATE (Continued)

(c) The cost of fossil and nuclear fuel recovered through
inter-system sales including the fuel costs related toI economy energy sales and other energy sold on an
economic dispatch basis.

Energy deliveries that do not involve billing
transactions such as Diversity Energy and pay-back of
Storage Energy are not defined as sales ielative toi the Fuel Clause.

E. The charges in Paragraph I11. above to Federal Government
customers served under this schedule shall be increased or
decreased appropriately by any applicable riders.

IV. DISCOUNTS

Discounts will apply only to charges under Paragraphs III.A. and
C. for services with delivery voltages of 69 kV or higher.

A. KW Demand Discount
All KW of Demand @ $0.66 per kW Discount

5 B. Energy Charge Discount
Energy Charge & 2.0% Discount

V. MINIMUM CHARGE

The minimum charge shall be such as may be contracted for but not
less than the sum of the charges in the 30-Day Rate Paragraph
III.A. and B. including applicable discounts in Paragraph IV.A.
This includes no allowances of energy, and all energy used shall
be paid for in addition at the above rates. Such minimum charge
shall be increased in the amount of the applicable fuel adjustment
under Paragraph III.D.

(Continued)

Electric-Virginia Super-.A'.ng Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effectiv' 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(EquilaIr.t to Proposed Schedule NC-RS from
FERC Zo:j:et No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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S" (continued)

V1. OTHER PROVISIONS

A. Determination of kW Demand

The kW of demand billed under Paragraph III.A. shall be the
highest of:

2.. The highest average kW measured at this location in any
30-minute interval during the on-peak hours og 7:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m., Mondays through Fridays, plus 30% of tha
excess of this amount determined in a similar manner
during any other period during the current billing month,
or

2. 90% of the highest kW of demand at this location an
determined by Subparagraph VI.A.l., above during the
billing months of June through September of the preceding
eleven billing months, or

3. 50% of the kW of demand contracted for under Paragraph
VII., or

S4. 1500 kW.

B. Determination of rkVA Demand

The rkVA of demand billed shall be the highest average rkVA
measured in any 30-minute interval during the current billing
month.

C. Meter Reading and Billing

When the actual number of days between meter readings is more
or less than 30 days, the kW Demand Charge, the rkVA Demand
Charge, the charge per kW o! contracted demand in Paragraph
VIII.C., and the minimum charge of the 30-day rate will each,
be multiplied by the actual number of days in the billing
period and divided by 30.

(Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Froposed Schedule NC-RS from
FERC Docket No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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I SCHEDULbEX8

(Coatinued)ýI
I vI. OTHER PROVISIONS (Continued)

D. Late Payment Charge

I A late payment charge of one percent (1%) per month will be
applied on all amounts that remain unpaid on the Company's3 books on the next billing date.

VII. DETERMINATION OF CONTRACT DEMAND

3 The contract demand under this schedule shall be the maximum
number of kW which the company is to supply. Contract demands may
be changed by mutual agreement as to amount of change and term of3 agreement.

VIII. BREAKDOWN, RELAY OR PARALLEL OPERATION SERVICE

m Breakdown, relay or parallel operation service may be contracted
for under this schedule under the following conditions:

A. Suitable relays and protective apparatus shall be furnishe..
installed, and maintained at the Customer's expense in
accordance with specifications furnished by the Company. The
relays and protective equipment shall be subject, at all
reasonable times, to inspection by the Company's authorized
representative.

1 B. The contract demand to be billed under this Paragraph VIII.
shall be the maximum number of kW which the Company is to
supply. Contract demands may be changed by mutual agreement
as to the amount of change and term of agreement. In case the
maximum measured kW demand exceeds the contract demand, the
measured demand becomes the contract demand for that month and
for the next succeeding eleven months.

C. When breakdown, relay or parallel operation service is
furnished, the 30-Day Minimum Charge for electricity supplied
under this schedule shall not be less than $12.54 per kW of
demand contracted for under Paragraph VIII.B. plus any
positive fuel adjustment charge under Paragraph III.D.

(Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedul* Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS fromI FERC Docket No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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S-'-(continfed F-

I IX. SCHEDULE TERMINATXON, MODIFICATXON OR REVISION

Whenever the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission shall permit a
change in the rates set forth in the Company's Schedule NC-RS,
Resale Service to the Town of Enfield, North Carolina and the Town
of Windsor, North Carolina. (Schedule RS renamed in FERC Docket
No. ER90-540-000) - to take effect, this rate schedule shall on
the same effective date be modified so as to produce from the
Federal Government customers served hereunder the same rate of
return as the rates thus permitted to become effective for
Schedule NC-RS customers, utilizing for that determination the
same ratemaking methodology and test period as used in determining
the NC-RS rates. Pending final decision by the FERC, the Federal
Government would pay a rate as initially proposed by the Company
after the suspension period, if any, subject to refund after final
decision of any excess payments plus interest at the rate as
authorized by the FERC. This method of determining a rate for the
Federal Government customers will continue in affect indefinitely;
provided, however, that either party may terminate this method of
rate determination by giving six months' notice. Should such a
termination occur, the parties, if appropriate, would negotiate a
new rate in good faith.

IX. TERM OF CONTRACT-

The term of contract for the purchase of electricity under this
schedule shall be such as may be mutually agreed upon, but for not
less than one year.I

I

3 (Continued)

Electric-Virginia Superseding Schedule Adopted 05-17-91
Effective 03-16-91. This Schedule Adopted:
(Equivalent to Proposed Schedule NC-RS from
FERC Docket No. ER91-562-000) Effective:
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I
For each billing month, the kW demand charge stated in

Paragraph XII.A. of Schedule MS shall be increased by $.07638/kW.

This Rider shall become effective on January 1, 1993, and is
designed to recover costs associated with funding of Other Post
Employment Benefits (OPEB) on an accrual basis in accordance with
the Financial Accounting Standard No. 106 (SFAS No. 106),
"Employer's Accounting for Postretirement Benefits Other thanN Pensions," released December 1990, in excess of the amounts,
calculated on a pay-as-you-go level, that are included in rates
effective March 1, 1992. This Rider shall remain in effect untili such time it is withdrawn or replaced by the Company.

I

Electric-Virginia This Schedule Adopted: 03-01-92
Effective: 03-01-92, Subject
to approval of wholesale
customer settlement rates in
FERC Docket No. ER91-562-000.
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ELECTRICITY

- For the ClWue and Vlilagen -Had on ILL C. C. No. 4
Commonwealth Shwet NO. 4, S, 6, 7 aid a 33rd Revised Sheet Ne 23

"" Edison Company and the unIncorporated contiguous Umisory (Cancelling 32nd & 31st Reviwd Sheet No. 28)

RATE 6L. LARGE GENERAL SERVICE

The rate changes scheduled to become effective on March 15, 1992 and March 15, 1993
stayed by Order of the Supreme Court In No. 71602, e..al. on February 3, 1992, The
charges In effect on March 20, 1991 shall remain in affect until the stay is lifted or

i superseding rates become effective.

App iabiUlty.
Ibis rawe is applicable to (1) any commercial. Industrial, or &ova nmtital customer with a Maximum Demand of 1,000 kilowatts or

more in three of the 12 months prcedLnl the billing month, (2) successors to customers served under these charges immedianely
prior to the date of succelson whose estimated Maximum Demands mnew the demand requiremens in clause (1) above, (3) new
customers whose estimated Maximum Demands meet the demand requirements in clause (1) above, and (4) any customer
previously billed hereunder pursuant to clauses (1) or (2), except as otherwise provided below.

IU a c•stomer at one time was served pursuant go (1) above on Large General Service-Time of Day and has a Maximum Demandwhich has not exceeded 800 idlowatus In any month of the 16 month period proceding the billing month, such customer may elect, in
writtn applicaton to the Company, to be served on Rate 6, General Service. Rate 6L. Large General Service--Time of Day, shall
"not again be applicble until rich customer qualifies for such ruae under clause (1) above.

The Large General Service.-Hesting with Light churges shall be applicable only to customers or their successors with electric space
heating taking service under the Heatg with Light prvisions ofKider 25 pior to November 23. 1977.UA Large General Service-Heating with Light customer will be allowed to take Large General Service-Time of Day service uponwritten application to th Company. Once changed to Large Ceneral ServitcTIme of Day service, those customers or th"o
successors will not be allowed to return to Large General Servic'e-Heating with Light.

Chasrge.U Large General Servicoe-Tisne of Day.
MonMly Custonmer Charge. P Period 2 perid 3Period4

Much Is, 1991 March I1, 1992 Much I, 1993 March 15, 1994
Through Through Through And After

March 14. 1992 March 14, 1993 March 14, 1994

The Monthly Custometr Charge shall be. S528.16, $549.02 $570.71 $552.26

Demand Charge.
Charge per kilowatt for all kilowjais of Maximum Demand for the month:

f' Ptriad I -Pi.tiL,2• Period I .. C10
Summer Months

For the firat 10,000 kUowattS 516.41 $17.05 $17.72 $17.15
For all over 10,000 kilowatts $7.12 $7,40 $ 7.68 $ 7.43

All Other Months
For the first I 0,000 klrowaUs $12.83 $13.34 $13.87 $13.42
For all over 10,000 kilowatts S5.50 $ 5.72 S 5.95 $ 5.76

For the purposes hereof, the Summer Months shll be the customer'a first monthly bl'ling period with an ending meter reading date on
or after June 15 and the thMe succeeding monthly billing periods.

Energy Charge.
Charge pet kilowauhour for kllowatthoun supplied in the mon•t

. PeIiod I Period 2 Period 3
during Peak Periods 5.4900 5.7070 5.933s 5.741#
during Off.Peak Periods 2.369s 2,463s 2.5601 2.4771

The adjusumert charge or credit provided for In Rider 20 shall apply to all kilowaithours supplied in the month.

Large General Serwce--.Heatlng with Light.
Monthly Customer Charge. eriod Period 2 period 3 er A
The Monthly Customer Charge shall be: $528.16 $549.02 $570.71 $552.26

(Continued on Sheet No. 29)

LFiled with the nhlsolS Commerce Commission on March 13, 1192 Date EfTective: March 15, 1992
Issued pursuant to Order of the Illinois Commerce Commission Issued by G. P. R.asast, Vice President
Special Perwuislo Order No. R-IS183 entered March 10, 1992 Post 011c€ Box 767, Chicago, Illinois 60690
Asterisk (6) Indicates change

I
I
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comne bFair the Cities and Villages listed so ILL C. C. No. 4

Com oneathSileesi No. 4,5,6,7 and 8 31st Revised Sheet No. 2o~3Edison Company and the unknomprcated contiguous terriory (Cancelling 300t Revised Sheet No. 29,

RATE 6L. LARGE GENERAL SERVICE
(Conttinued hrai Sheet No. 2s)

*The rate Changes scheduled to become effective on March 15, 1992 and March 15, 1993
stayed by Order of the Supreme Court In No. 71602, nLt.al. on February 3, 1992. The
ch Arges In effect on March 20, 1991 shall remain In affect until the stay Is lifted or
superseding rates become effective.

Demand Charge.
Charge per kilowatt for all kilowatts of Maximum Demaind for the mondi:

Plor Summer Months $16.41 $17.03 £17.72- S17.15
for All Other Months S12.83 $13.34 $13.37 $13.42

Chrg pere allwttou forwihor suppliedour suple the month

The ladjupayment chargeorcei provided for In ermsdc an2 od0 oso h~ ceueo ae shall b applycbl to all chargesour supienndhumnh

this rats.U Minimum Charge.
The minimum monthly charge shall be the Monthly Customer Charge.

Maximum Charge.
The average cost of electricity hereunder In any month. exclusive of tie Monthly Customer Charge, shull not exceed the sum of the

Maximum Charge andl the Rider 20 adjustment per k~oatorpoided. however, that such guaranteed charge shall not oweake
to reduce the custanmes' bill to ansmuount less than the Minimum Charts.

ItheMax IunumChar$@eshall ba 21.1070 21,942o U8.109 22.072dI ~Madmuum Demand.
Except as noted in the paragraph below, the Maximum Demand In any month shall be the highest 306minute demand establishe durnn

the Peak Periods In such month except that, for customers with 30.minute demands exceeding 2,500 kilowatts In sLire of the 12
months preceding the billing month, the Maximum DemndW shall be the average of the thee highest 30.miuwts demandis established
during the Peak Periods in such month, not mome than one such demanvd to be selected forom any one day.I ~For custorneri. taking service under Large General Sesvice-licating with Light provision of this rate the Maximum Demand shall be
the highest 30-m~nute demand established at any time during such month except that, for customers with 30.misiute defmons
exceeding 1,500 kilowatts in three of the 12 months preceding the billing month, the Maximum Demnd shIl be the average of the
thee highest damands established during the month, not more than one such demand Wo be selected from any one day.I Meaunirtssct of Demand and Kllowatiboua-s Supplied.

Where two or mote metering installations are provided on the customer's premises. the demand in any 30.minutc period shall be
determnined by adding together the separate demands at each mctering installation during such 30-minute period except thai (a) in
case the: demand at any rnetefrin Installation is registered by an indicating or cumulative demand meter, the demand at such
Installation in each 30-rnlnuta penod of any month sall be assumed to be the same as thn highest demand in any 30.miriuto period
of such month. and (b) the demnandat any installation ina be assumedto be 75percent of the connected load W such connected
load Isit kilowmars or less, and such demand Is to be adod to a metered demand. Where there are two or more wauisour metering
installations, the kilowsahouns supplied shall be determined by adding together the kilowatthours metered as each installation.
provided that where the kilowatthours at any such installation exceed 5,00 In the billing month and are not metered in such a

mannr a toperit etemintio ofthehours during which they were delivered. for purposes of as lying the time of dayr ovislron's o'f thsrz uhklwnossshall ba considered to have been delivered in Peak Periods. 1the energy use at such
nst.Itiaion Jis 3,0arlwsto rls In the billing month. the following charge per kilowalthotsr shall apply to such

Us MaknuunDemandcs andl kilowatthours supplied for two or more premises will not be combined for billing purposes here under.

T.M imm(Continued a h o 0

Filed with the Il1tasols Comnsnree Commlssioua n March 13, 1"92 Date Effective: Marcha IS, 1992

Issued pursuant to Order of the 11llinoils Commerce Commn~sslon * Issued by G.?P. R11fakes, Vice President
Special Permission Order No. R-1114113 entered March 10. 1992 Poet 011cc Box 747, Chicago, Illinois 069W3 ~Asteriik (0) Isidlcates cheapg
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clornmowehithFor the Cities and VIll~age listed onIm

Edion Cornwalt shedsNa. 14.. 4, 5.7 s7ad 8 71b RevisedSh~eetNo.

U RATE 6L. LARGE GENERAL SERVICE
(Continued from Sheet No. 29)

U p o re u e s . h e o m p n y w il pr vi e u m es e s erv c e d f o r c n ne e d lo a d n oit e x e d n w d w u s w h e re o p e ra tio n o f th e

c l a s s o m e s ' s ~~t Wqi m n a1 c o n i n o u o i s r u l l y c h d e d io a n ~ a n n u l b i s o h u p s s o b i l l i n g i n s u c h c a s e $ , t h e
monthy kiowaishors shal bd deteried by mh ursplin the rtdwtae(sdupnaelteOrther APPropriate data) of

cosecedlodsby one-twelfth oa te annua hor of oprtinanu ivdm by10.Alkaoa urdevretoawmtee
oint o supply shal be considered to hae" bee d elv re du4ring Peak delveriods.un ct,,SSe'rvIce FaicillUes.
A sandrd nst~iaionfurnished by the Company hereunder shall be determnined by heprovsions of the Company's mRider 6demcepd

that the facilities to provided ast standard shall be adequate only to supaply serietalodqulo the maxinw onmas deman
of the customer established during the peak period. If larger facilities arcreqired to sea lohe eqcusl of the off an-peak demand
over the peak demand sthe customer Shall pay, as optional facilties in accordance with the Company's Rider 6, the cost of any
facilities SOD rquired however, no optionsal facilities charges shall apply to facilities existing and in place at the time the 4.ostmera ~ quaitseac for service hereunder.

Adjustment of Demands.
Icaetecustomer. assa result of seasonal or vacation variations in load, has an abrupt decrease of at lcast 50% in his Maximum
Deadduring temonths of Yune through September. he will be entitled to the proration of demand charges in the billin4 nrod in

which such decrease occurs. and if, in the same calendar year. he has a subsequent abrupt increase of at least 10D% in MAXIMnUM
Demand during such months, he wil be entitled to the proration of demand charges in the billing period in which such increase
occurs, provided that (1) a triod of reduced demand continues for at least seven consecutive days Immediately following the
demand reduction for whic proration Is sought. and for at least seven consecutive days inmmedilately preceding the demand
increase for which proration is stought, (2) demands registered by an indicating ovewrnisultive demand meter shall not be subject toU such proration, (3 such proration wil be granted only upon written request by the customer stipulating thev date of such decrease or

inraean eeved byteCompany inavneo uhdtad()that proration will be granted for only one such decrease

and susqetincrease i ahclna erI Term of Contract.
For customers first receiving service hereunder. the initial term of eontract shall be 24 months. Upon expiration of the initial or any

renewal term of contract hereunder, the customner's contract Shell be Automatically renewed for a period of 12 months, For
customers receiving service under Rate 6 imniediatcly prior to service hereunder, the unexpired termi of caitract under Rate 6 shall
be the unexpired term hereunder.U ~A new contract, with an intial term of 24 months, shall be required whenever the Company is called upon to provide additional or
different facilities so serve a demnand greaser than that specified in the Cussonsess then effective contract, and the term of such new
contract shall commence at the be~inning of the month next following the date when the facilities installed to serve the inecrsse
demand become available for service.

The customer shall have the right to terminate his contract and discontinue service from the Company at anry time on 30 days' wrruen
notice to the Company. provided, hoviever, that in the event of such termination all amounts due the Company shall forthwith be

General.
Nothing in this rate shall be deemed so preclude a residential occupancy on the customer's property from being served as a separate

Peak- periods, for purposes hereof, shall be the hours of 9:00 ami. to 10:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday. except on Jays on which
the foWowing holidays are generally observed: Now Year's Day, Memorial Day, Indepndence Day. L.Abor Day. Thanksgiving

Day ChistasDayand I on of"a foregoint holidays occurs on a Tuesday or Thu ay. the immediately preceding Monday or
immediately followIng Friday, respectively, f-pa periods shall be all other hours.

The Schedule oV whichtis r ate is a part includes certain general Terms and Conditions and Riders. Service hereunder is subject to
these Terms and Conditions an~d she Riders applicable to this rsat.

3 Filed with W~e Iltlinois Commerce Commission on March 11, 1991 Data Effective: March IS, 19'4
Issed pususmant to Order of the Illinois Commerce Commissions Issued by G. P. Rifakeis, Vime Prealdrr'
entered March S, 1991 In Docket No. 90.0169 Post Office Box 767, Chkego, Illinois 60610I Asterisk ()Indicates change
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Edb a ol pa yend One umni wopar~ w eattiguow lem wy (CAncaflLn 8 I h A I Ith Revved Shea No, 73)

3 RIDER 11

SERVICE AT 69AN0 VOLTS OR HIGHER

3 Appl0kital Raist 6, 4L wid is

Sova &A 0,00 Volo mad Abo,4
'&'diev iw cign ~e a(a -se auto lmat pmset a vcaate 0( 69,000 Of h f- 4 0 Vh f~me 0i be aowda

el a 0.000 Par ki3Ow&n 06 *ba porlioof Ont dstnwd ueed for b~ing each amcd, wid, Ratu 6 or 6L which to,
saved at 69,000 voita or hilur, Howevr, heni ppiicabjs 10 baihng wKWq RAts I, StrAdby Seavici, Pich credit d"ai be
=uk*Wm bY fti LOWd Factor Adpamsato defaind thiLmm

I Ga-eral ast th ale ae, Bldii Coanf tl CommIgons an the rate 29al 1*9y

IsudprunUoOdro 1nl OAec omsinDt retv:Jns1 "
Unee eabr41# nCnoksidDoe mdb .P iseVclsdn

No.U42.t,19 1802,U29adS-O3POOfc o 6,Ciao lios66
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For the Clu, and Vingesw tJ. C. C. No. 4

Commonwealth NO& 461% 67 A 13th Revised Shed No. t3
Ulm Coopany and the unincorporated contiguous terrtoy (Cancelling 12th Revised Shoes No. 83)

RIDER 20

ELECTRIC FUEL ADJUSTMEqT CIAUSE
AppUcable to all Ras eacept Rates 23 and 26 and also applicable to Riders 13, 25 and 26

MThs rider La aPlicale to A k1lowaehours (KWMs) of energy supplied to cu,ttmne served by the Company under ,he above
dcsignattd rates and riders and under individual contrcts an file with the Dlhlois Commerce C ission (Commission)
where the Charge for such energy Is subjec to adjustment for Increases and decreases In the wet of fueL Effective for bills

Isued for the July, 1990 bluing period and aftMr.

CAts Passed through the [Elctric Puel Adjuuisnent Ctasse reprcnt estimates of actual costs to be incurred, with adjurtment to
actual costs as they become available. The fuel csu used in calculating the Fuel Adjustment Charge or Credit p.-r KWH atm
the total of allowable fuel and fuel related costs as identifed herein,

The charges for all KWH's of energy supplied to deuignated customers shall be increased or decreusd by a Fuel AdjustmentSCharge or Credit detemined as follows:

PACat [((CF + QP CNS) x 100) -BC + Ra +Ro +D] X GT
S

i where.:
FAC" Fuel Adjustment COArge or Credit per KWH: Th. 7 amount in cenut per KWH, rounded to the nearest .001s. to be

charged for each KWH In any monthly billing period. The FAC Is subject to adjustment to milimize over/wider
recoveries of allowable fuel costs by application of the automatic reconciliation factor (Re) and the ordered
reoc.cill.Ation factor (Re) As def.ned herein. The PAC Is also subject to adjuistment by appliteon of a desulturiztAion
factor (D) to recover cetain duulfurizaoa costs u defined herein.

CF = Alowahle Cost of Fuel ussocited with Company owned generating plants: Fuel cost includes the cost of all fossil and
nuclear fuel to be causumed in the Company owned planu and/or in plants owned by wholly-owned subsidiaries of
the Company and/or the Company's share of fossil and nuclear fuel to be consumed in jointly owned or leased plants
during the period for which the AC Is being deLtemined.

CPP w Allowable Energy Cost associated with Purchased Power: Purchased power includes emergency, contract and economy
purchases from other electric utllltlu and from customers served under the Company's Rider 4, Parallel Operation of
Customer's Qualifying COterating Facilities, Except for power purchased for economy reasons, only the energy rlated
portion of the charges for-power to~be pIuchased during the period for which the FAC Is being determined is included.
The demand charge portion of the charges for power to be purchased for economy measons is also Included. AlI other
Associated charges are specifically excluded. Non.monetary exchanges of power ar not included.

CS- Fuel Coss associated with Sales Not Subject to the Ekctric Fuel Adjuttm•,t Clause: Non.jurisdictlonal sales include
sales for resale, Intardepar.menatl sales, energy furnished without charge and other sales not subject to the Electric
Fuel Adjustment Clause. Such fuel costs shall be calculated on the basis of the average fuel costs during the period
for which the FAC is being detenmined except in the case of fuel cots ussoc•lted with interchange power sales
(emearency, contract and economy power sales to other electrWc utilities) which shall represent the amount to be
recovesed with respect to fuel tn such sale. ordinarily the incremental cost of such fuel.

U

I
I

(Cowtinued cc Sheet No. 83.10)

Flied with the IllInois Coommerc' Commlson on oeNovember 1, 1991 Date Effect-Ie: November 1, 1991

Issued pursuant to Order of the Illnois Commerce Commission Isued by G. P. Rifakes, Vice President5 entered October 23, 1991 In Docket No. 91-0276 Post Office Box 767, Chicago, Illinois 60690

I ..._ _ _ _ _ : •' "
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C MSS lttFor" the Citie aUd ViU•g IhrW on ILL. C C. No.,

Commonwealth .Fr She a NO. 4. S, 6, 7 and o 29th Revlsed Shees No. &3.1;
and the un-o•nc•rpoatl cOntiGUous tniutry (CanMlLIng 28th Revised ShUMt No. 93.10

RIDER 20

ELECTRXC FUEL ADJUMENT CLAUSE
(Cnomi-ed from Shea No. 82)

I S * KWH'i sublect to FAC estimated to be billed to uLtU1ata €asumers during she period for which the PAC Is being
detumuined,

BFC- Base Fuel Cost: Th base fuel et Is the e coat Included In the energy charges of t"e Company.$ ra.c. Thi base
oust Is equal to 1.178 cents per kiloweashour.

reeu Aumiic Recoatlls wblm Fcitor a The automatic recoocdlJu0ou factor shall be calculated based on the over/under
re~overies ofactual aIllowable cots at the end of hbe second month prior to the billing period divided by the KW's
subject to the Elecric Fuel Adjustment Clause estimated to be billed to ultimate cons.mrert during the billing period.
The automatic tecondiiatlou factor shall be a credit a- charge depending on whether there bua been an over of under
recovery.

RoLm Ordered Rcconcll•iut Factor The FAC s subject to an ordered reconciliation factor a& way be required by the
Commission.

Du De•ulfurintoo, Factor The desulftuizatlon factor shall be calculated based on the de-sFurlzarion costs U defmed herein
Incurred in the second mouth prior to the bUhing peiiod divided by the KWH's subject to the Electric Fucl Adjustment
Clause estimated to be biled to ultimate consumenr drinng the billing period.

Gr"T G:ross iR~emipts Tat Factov': Ustl grossl re€ciLi reve:nue tax factor il calculated La accordanc with the follo'wing formuia:

3 100

GT-a to

(100 -i)

wheret Is the mrenue tax rate embodied in the Cow pany's rites. This tax rate is equal to 4.00 percent in the City of
Oticago and zero pervent outside the City of Chicago.;

I The billing period is the period beginning with the firtW billing cycle of the month for which the FAC is being determined
and coding with the last bhiling cycle thereof.

Tue allowable fuel and fuel related costs (CF), will Include the direct cost of furl delivered at the Company's generating plants.
The direct fossil fuel costs ame limite to costs ersered into fuel expense Accounts #501 and #547 which have been cleared
upon consumption from Fuel Stock Account 0151, or in the case of gas fuel the amount which is charged directly to
Accountu #501 and 0547. Costs cleared from Fuel Stock Accounts 0152 and 0153 are specifically excluded. The cost of
fuel used in the generation or productiou of electric power shall not Include transportation costs of coal.

"The cot of nuclear fuel will be that as epenised in Account 0513. including provisions for storage and dispoal of spent
nuclear fuel and spent fe disposaxl fees with related interest, except that handling costs for nuclear fuel assemblies or any
expense for fossit fuel which has already beow included in the costs of fossil fuel are specifically excluded.

The costs of fuel oonsumed associated with twat genetdo shall be included In allowable fuel and fuel related charges to the
extent that they are equal to or less than the average fuel costs of the Company's other uniu operated during the period for
which the FAC Is being determined. Average fuel es equal total fuel costs of the Company's generating facilitis less the
cost of tets generation, divided by total e generation less test gSeeration.

Desulfurizaaloa costs shall be payments for professional services, licenses. etc., for the Implementation and operation of a
process for the desulfuriuzaon of the flue gas when buming high sulfur coal at any location within the State of MiDois
irrespeatva of the attainment statur deeignation.of such locatio.

The Interpretation and application of this rider will be In accordance with all provisions set forth in 13 DWinois3 Adminisrative Code Pan 425 u ordered by the Comm•ssion.

I
3 (Continued on Sheet No. 83.20)

Flied with the Illinois Commerce Commission on November 1, 1991 Date Effective: November 1, 1991

Issued pursuant to Order of the Illinois Commerce CODzUIWo I.sued by G. P. RMfakes, Vice PmesdenI

entered October 23, 1991 In Docket No. 91-0276 Post Offie Box 767, Chicago, lllnols 60690
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COUnwealtb For te Criti and VIUags lisad 
48L C. C. No.

Edison weapto Sbt*U No. 4,5,6,7 and 3rd RE Sheet No. 1. :
Edon Company d 6 unoorpom&ed contiguous sErritoy (Cancelling 2nd Revised Sheet No. 83.2(

REDER 20

*ELEnUrRc FUEL ADJUMIN CLAUSE

(Continued from Sheet No. 93.10)

The dieraice betwec the a~ctmt of the overcharge as provided in the First Interim Order o Remand in Docket F7.0427 et

ml, dated June 271 1990. in Section 2 on page 20 and the amomun passed on to a.stomers through the Ro factor shaU be
•fceJ in an over/wder recover) balanme in the rider In thai n e der cm Red heh customer subject to yis rider
in accoodanc with thad prvuisiots m o n thuh cider fwl calculating a rconcflo,"w t4crsr.

Any Wa~tnce transferred to sh rider fromo Rider RR to d be refu lted in -, ordred reotacfliaidoa factr ar tio acdur and fholri

be charged or credited 10 E• cuatomers Subject to this rider in soCOedace with the pcoiitof troud g this rider for 9a2c-atnga reco~cwbtiiou factor,

Ayamounts remaining from or in excess of the 20% deducted from tri overcharge for the period January 1. 1989 through

Jan._Yme 30, 1990r as provided im the FirstInteIrim Order a Remanod, or after payment of r efund amouns under Rider Ti, and as
Sto which Do customer or attorney curtois as pr ovided In the First Interim Order on Re mand have betn fied within two yegrs,Sor which remain after settlement or adjudication of such claims. will flow to the thcn-current customers L1-1rough the

uteonatic reconclliaion factor of the fuel djustem t clauste.

I The differece between the computed amounti: to be reJundcd and the actxual refunds and which am• not accounted for in

Riderti RR or TR shall be charged or credited to customers through reconcilistiott factors through the December 1992
billing cycle and shal carm interest at the legal rate specified in the First Interim Order an RemindL

I~ 'Mhe Company shall provide refunmds to customers so provided in &be First Interim Order on Remand not later than through the

end of the Dtcb~r 1992 Wling cycle.

The autom atic reco c~iitio n -factor shall be adlju sted ottosistent with the adjustm ent to the Ro facto r to r eflect the First Int ri

I Order an Remand.

I
./

I
I
I
I
I
I

I Rilled with the luilnols Comrmerce Commission on November 1, 1991 Date Effective: November 1, 1991

Issued pursuant to Order o( the Illinois Commerce Commlssion Issued by G. P. Riraes. Vice President

entered October 23, 1991 In Docket No. 91.0276 Post 011ce Box 767, Chicago, Illinois 60690

Asterisk (*) Indicates change
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L San Diego Gas & Electric Company _Reised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No. 7837-E

_lan Dhgo, Calfoml Cancelling Reised Cal. P.U.C. Sheet No. 7620-E

SEDL L-OSheet 1 of 9

SCH•., ME •LL-TOU

GENERAL SERVICE - LARGE - TIME METERED
-- APPLICABILITY

Applicable te all customers, including customers receiving three-phase
residential coon use service, who request service on this schedule and whose
maximum monthly demand equals, exceeds, or is expected to equal or exceed 20 kW;
to existing Schedule A customers whose maximum monthly demand is less than 20 kW
who request service under this schedule on an nptional basis; to any Schedule A
customer whose monthly demand has been equal to or exceeded 20 kW for 12
consecutive months; and to existing Schedule AD customers whose maximum monthly
demand exceeds 500 kW for three consecutive wonths. Any customer whose maximum
monthly demand has fallen below 20 kW for three consecutive months may, at their
option, elect to continue service under this schedule or be served under any
other applicable schedule.

Non-profit group living facilities taking service under this schedule may be
eligible for a 15% low-income rate discount on their bill, if such facilities
qualify to xeceive service under the terms and conditions of Schedule E-LI.

3- Within the entire territory served by the utility.

-RATES FOR DEFAULT TIME PERIODSI Per Meter Per Month

Service Charge ......... ........ $40.00

I Service Voltage Secodary nmi6in
Season Sumer Winter Surmer Winter S Winter
Demand Charge:
Per kW of
Non-Coincident
Demand $4.20 $4.20 $3.35 $3.35 $0.95 $0.95

Per kW of Maximum
Peak-Period
Demand $18.62 $4.32 $18.14 $4.21 $11.41 $1.86

Energy Charge:
Peak Period
Base Energy
per kWh S.05220 $.03203 $.05000 $.03035 $.04666 $.02779
ECAC and AER
per kWh .03364 .03364 .03364 .03364 .03364 .03364
Total per kWh $.08584 $.06567 $.08364 $.06399 $.08030 $.06143

.(Continued)
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RATES FOR DEFAULT TIME PERIODS (Continued)

Service Voltage Sec ndar Tansala
SeasonSummer Winter Sumer Winter Summer Winter

Energy Charge:
Semi-Peak Period
Base Energy
per kWh $.01027 $.01046 $.00927 $.00947 $.00776 S.00796
ECAC and AER
per kWh .03364 ,03364 .03364 .03364 .03364 .03364
Total per kWh $.04391 $.U4410 $.04291 $.04311 $.04140 s.04160

Off-Peak Period
Base Energy
per kWh $.00114 $.00150 $.00059 $.00094 4-.00028 $.00007
XCAC and AIR
per kWh .0364 .03364 .03364 .02364 .02361 .03364
Total per kWh $.03478 $.03514 $.03423 $.03458 $.03336 $.03371

Time Periods for Default Ratest

"All time periods listed are applicable to local time.
The definition of time will be based upon the date service is rendered.

Summer May 1 - Soot 30 Winter All Other
On-Peak 11 a.m. - 6 p.m. Weekdays 5 p.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays
Semi-Peak 6 a.m. - 11 a.m. Weekdays 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays

6 p.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays 8 p.m. - 10 p.m. WeekdaysOff-Peak 10 p.m. - . a.m. Weekdays 10 p.m. - 6 a.m. Weekdays
Plurj .. akends ; Holidays Plus Weekends & Holidays

Where the billing month contains time from both April and May or September
and October, the on-peak period demand charges will be based on the
demanda registered in each month, weighted by the number of days billed ill
each month. Energy will be billed on the basis of the time period and
season in which the usage occurred.

Non-Standard Seasonal Changeover:
Customers may select on an optional basis to start the summer billing
period on the first Monday of May and to start the winter billing pariodI• on the first Monday of October. Customers electing this option will be
charged an additional $100 per year for metering equipment and
protdramming.

-- •(Continued)
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3 Time Pgriodo for Default Rates: (continued)

Holidays:
The holidays specified in this schedule are: New Year's Day, Washington's
Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Veterans Day,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.

When any holiday listed above falls on Sunday, the following Monday will
be iecagnized an an off-peak period. No change in off-peak period will be
made for holidays falling on Saturday.

U RATES FOR OPTIONAL TCHE PERIODS

Per Meter Per Month
Service Charge ........ ....... $40.00

Service Voltage Transisio
Season S W r Smme Sumia 'Winter

Demand Charge;
Per kW of
Nouz-Coincident
Demand $4.20 $4.20 $3.3E $3.35 $0.95 $0.95

Per kW of MaximumPeak-Period
Demand $20.91 $4.32 $20.37 $4.21 $12.82 $1.86

U Energy Charge:
Peak Period
Base Energy
per kWh $.06276 $.03203 $.06029 $.03035 $.05655 $.02779IECAC and AER
per kWh .033§1 .03364 .03364 .0334 .03364 03364 _.3I
Total per kWh $.09640 $.06567 $.09393 $.06399 $.09019 $.06143

Energy Charge:
Semi-Peak Period
Base Energy
per kWh $.01567 $.01046 $.01455 $.00947 $.01285 $.0U796
ECAC and AER
per kWh .Q3364 .03364 ,5 ,0334 .03364 .03364 .03364
Total per kWh $.04931 $.04410 $.04819 $.04311 $.04649 $.04160

I
(Continued)
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ISCREDUTIDLTO
RATES FOR OPTIONAL TIME PERIODS (Continued)

Off-Peak Period
Ease Energy
per kWh $.00114 $.00150 $.00059 $.00094 $-.00028 $.00007IECAC and AER
per kWh .03364 .0334 .0 .03364 .03364 .03364
Total per kWh $.03478 $.03514 $.03423 S.03458 $.03336 $.03371

Time Periods for Optional Rates:

All time periods listed are applicable to local time.
The definition of time will be based upon the date service is rendered.

Su=mer May 1 - Sent 30 inter All Other
On-Peak 12 p.m. - 6 p.m. Weekdays 5 p.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays
Semi-Peak 6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Weekdays 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays

6 p.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays 8 p.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays
Off-Peak 10 p.m. - 6 a.m. Weekdays 10 p.m. - 6 a.m. Weekdays

Plus Weekends & Holidays Plus Weekends & Holiday@

Where the billing month contains time from both April and May or September
and October, the on-peak period demand charges will be based on the
demands registered in each month, weighted by the number of days billed in"I. ieach month. Energy will be billed on the basis of the time period and
season in which the usage occurred.

Non-Standard Seasonal Changeover:
Customers may select on an optional basis to start the summer billing
period on the first Monday of May and to start the winter billing period
on the first Monday of October. Customers electing this option will be
charged an additional $100 per year for metering equipment andprogramming.

Holidays:
The holidays specified in this schedule are: New Year's Day, Washington's
Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Veterans Day,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.

When any holiday listed above falls on Sunday, the following Monday will
be recognized as an off-peak period. No change in off-peak period will be
made for holidays falling on Saturday.

(Continued)
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VOLTAGE LEVELS

Service voltage levels are defined an follows:

Secondary - service taken below 2.00 kW.
Primary - service taken at or above 2.00 kV but below 25.00 kV

from regularly available facilities.

Transmission - cervLce taken at 25.00 kV and above from regularly
available facilities.

Average Rate Limiter:
The average rate for service under this schedule will be limited to $5.00
per kWh for all charges excluding the service charge and standby charges
(if any). If the total billed energy and demand charges, on a per kWh
basis, exceed $5.00 per kWh then $5.00 per kWh is substituted for that
portion of the bill.

On-Peak Rate Limiter:
The on-peak rate limiter only applies to customers taking service in
conjunction with Schedules S or S-I. If, on a per kWh baesi, the total
charge for peak period demand and energy exceeds $0.77 per kWh summer or
$0.30 per kWh winter, the bill for that service will be reduced such that
the applicable $0.77 or $0.30 per kWh limit is not exceeded. This limiter
only applies to energy and demand taken as backup service.

When a customer takes service in conjunction with Schedules S or S-1, a
calculation is made in order to determine what demand and usage is subject
to the $0.77 or $0.30 per kWh on-peak limiter and what is subject to the
$5.00 per kWh average rate limiter. If a standby customer has a forced
outage, that is demonstrated to thi reasonable satisfaction of the utility
within 60 days of occurrence, the on-peak demand and energy associated
with the contracted standby kW are subject to the on-peak rate limiter.
All demand and usage not subject to the on-peak rate limiter is subject to
the average rate limiter.

Energy Cost Adjustment and Annual Energy Rate (AER):
An Energy Cost Adjustment, as specified in Section 9. of the Preliminary
Statement, and an AER, will be included in each bill for service. The
Energy Cost Adjustment and AER amount shall be the product of the total
kilowatt-hours for which the bill is rendered, multiplied by the Energy
Cost Adjustment and AER rates shown above.

Franchise Fee Differential:
A franchise fee differential of 1.9% will be applied to the monthly
billings calculated under this schedule for all customers within the
corporate limits of the City of San Diego. Such franchise fee
differential shall be so indicated and added as a separate item to bills
rendered to such customers.

*, (Continued)
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS

1. Voltace Regulators. Voltage regulators, if required by the custcmer,
shall be furnished, installed, owned, and maintained by the customer.

2. Maximum Demand. The maximum demand shall be the average kilowatt input
during the fifteen-minute interval in which the consumption of electric
energy is greater than in any other fifteen-minute interval in the billing
period as indicated or recorded by instruments installed, owned and
maintained by the utility, but not less than the diversified resistance
welder load computed in accordance with the utility'@ Rule 2F-2b.

In the case of hoists, elevators, furnaces, or other loads where the
energy demand is intermittent or subject to violent fluctuations, the
utility may base the maximum demand upon a five-minute interval instead of
a fifteen-minute interval.

In case the maximum demand has not been measured, it may be determined by3 test at the option of the utility*

3. Non-Coincident Demand Charge. The non-coincident demand will be based on
the kilowatts of maximum demand measured at any time during the month. For
billing purposes the non-coincident demand charge will be based on theI. higher of the current month's non-coincident demand or 50% of the highest
non-coincident demand occurring during the previous eleven months. In the
application of the 50% provision# only demands created in months during
which the customer received service under this schedule will be used when
customer's placement on the tariff is mandatory. In the case of customers
paying for standby service under Schedules 8 or 6-1, if a forced or
scheduled outage of the customer's generating system during the billing
period is demonstrated to the reasonable satisfaction of the utility
within 60 days of occurrence, the level of that outage (not to exceed the
amount of the contracted standby level), on a kW basis, is subtracted from
the recorded demand in the applicable month in the non-coincident demand
charge billing calculation.

4. Peak-Period Demand Cha ge. The demand charge will be based on kilowatts
of maximum demand measured each billing period during the on-peak period.
Demands created by the scheduled maintenance of a customer's self
generation system (not to exceed the amount of the contracted standby
level) will be subtracted from the measured peak-period demand used in
calculating the demand charge, provided that the maintenance schedule has
been previously approved by the utility.

(Continued)
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3 SPECIAL CCNDITICNS (Continued)

5. Power Factor Adjustment. This ccndition shall apply to all customers
whose monthly demand has exceeded 300 kilowatts during any month over the
last 12 months of recorded billing. If by test a customer's reactive
demand exceeds 48% of the kilowatt demand, then the customer shall, upon
receiving written notice from the utility, install and operate
compensating equipment to reduce the reactive demand to 48% of the
kilowatt demand. If such correction is not made within 6 months, the
utility will at the customer's expense, furnish, install and maintain the
necessary instrument transformers, test facilities and meter(s) required
to measure the kilovar demand. Any additional facilities such as fuses,
meter sockets, meter and instrument transformer housings required with the
meter installation will be furnished, installed and maintained by the
customer in accordance with the utility's standards. The customer shall
henceforth receive an additional charge of 21 cents per kilovar for all
kilovar billing determined as follows:

(a) Customers not operating generators in parallel with the utility's3 system:

kilovar billing = (maximum kilovar demand) - (0.48 x maximum kilowatt
demand)

(b) Customers operating generators in parallel with the utility's system:

kilovar billing (maximum kilovar demand) - [0.48 x (maximum
kilowatt demand) - (maximum kilowatts generated)]

U
U Notes: (1) If the kilovar billing is computed to be a negative number, then

the power factor adjustment to the customer's monthly billing5 shall be $0.00.

(2) The maximum kilovar demand in any month shall be the average
kilovar input during the fifteen-minute interval in which the
consumption of reactive energy is greater than in any other
fifteen-minute interval in the month.

I
3 {(Continued)
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)

6. Time-of -Use Metpr Malfunctio

a. Diaital Pulse Recorder Malfunicti. In the event that the digital
pulse recorder (DPR) malfunctions during the billing period, the
energy sales will be based cn the mechanical meter reading. Where the
malfuncticn existed for less than 25* of the billing period, the
energy sales will be prorated ta time periods based on the energy
division during the period when the DPR was working properly. Where
the malfunctio time exceeds 25* of the billing period, the energy
sales will be prorated to time periods based cn the energy division
during the three previous calendar months. If the DPR functicros
properly for more than 25% of the billing period, the demand charge
will be based on the maximum demand as measured during the period of
correct DPR functiening. In the event that the DPR malfunctions for
more than 75% of the billing period, the demand charge will be based
on the average of the three previous demanr charges.

"b. Failure of Heter Timina. In the event that a timing device, other
than a DPR, on the time-of-use meter fails, causing the Cn-Peak and
Off-Peak energy consumptions and billing demands to be incorrectly
registered, the energy sales and billing demand will be prorated to
time periods based on the energy division and billing demand during3 the three previous billing periods.

7. Reconnect io Charge. In the event that a custaoer terminates service
under this schedule and re-initiates service at that same location within
12 months, there will be a reconnection charge equal to the charges which
would have been billed had the customer not terminated service but not
received any energy.

8. Miscellaneous. This schedule is not applicable to standby, auxiliary
service or service operated in parallel with a customer's generating plant
iunless service is taken in combination with other schedules specifically
waiving these provisions.

U

(Continued)
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I SPECIAL CONDITICNS 'Continued)

I 9. Limitation of .Otional Time Period Availability. At the utility's sole
option, the optional time period provision of this schedule is available
to no ,more than ten additional customers annually and; service will be3 provided iii the order in which requests are received.

10. TUme Period and Seasonal Chanaeover Switching Limitation. Customers whoelect the optional time period of this schedule will be prohibited from
switching service to the regular time period for a 12-nmnth period.

Customers who elect the nonstandard seasonal changeover option of this
schedule will be prohibited from switching service to the regular seasonal
changeover for a 12-month period.

"" 11. Lima. on Non-Standard Seasonal Changeover Availability. At the
utility's sole option, the optional non-standard seasonal changeover

-* provision i, available to no more than ten additional Schedule AL-TCU and3 Schedule A-6 TOJ customers nnnually and; service will be provided in the
order in which requests are received.

Advice Ltr. No. 800-E Issued b)' Date Filed October 9, 1990
Decision No. 90-09-061 DONALD E. FELSINGER Effective October 16, 1990

Vice President -- Marketing Resolution No.
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I LARGE GENERAL SERVICE-LGS

3 AVAILABILITY,

At all points where facilities of adequate capacity and the required
phase and suitable voltage are adjacent to the premises to be served.
Where adequate capacity or service of the type desired by the
customer is not adjacent to the premises to be served, additional
contract arrangements may be required prior to service being
furnished.

APPLICATION

I To any customer for all Electric Service supplied at one premises
through one Point of Delivery and measured through one Meter. Not
applicable to Standby service except in conjunction with
appropriate agreements. Applicable to Temporary service subject to
the provisions of the Service Extension Policy. The service furnished
may not be remetered or submetered by the Customer for resale except
pursuant to lawful submetering regulations of a regulatory authority
with jurisdiction.

3 TYPE OF SERVICE

Three phase, 60 hertz alternating current and at one of the Company's
standard service voltages as described in the Company's Service
Standards.

3 MONTHLY BILL

The monthly bill shall be the sum of calculations made under (1)
below or the calculations made under (2) below, whichever is higher,
plus the applicable adjustments stated under (3) below'.

(1) Rate

l (a) Facilities Charge 4•30 per month.

I (b) Demand Charge

Primary Kva Charge $4,092 which
includes 600 Primary Kva
plus
$6.82 per Kva for
all additional Primary

5 Kva

Secondary Kva Charge $2.40 per Kva for
all Secondary Kva

Revision Number: 13 th Effective: 5-16-91
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HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY
HL&P 67

(c) Energy Charge $.025734 per Kwh forthe first 295 Kwh per
Primary Kva plus

5 $.007540 per Kwh for all
additional Kwh.

3 (d) Fuel Charge Amount determined in
accordance with Rider FC.

(2) Minimum Bill

The Primary Kva Charge applicable to the current month plus the
m monthly Facilities Charge.

(3) Adjustment

3 Plus an amount determined in accordance with Rider PCRF.

3 DEFINITION OF ON-PEAK HOURS AND OFF-PEAK HOURS

Company's On-Peak hours, for the purposes of this rate schedule, are
designated as being from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. each Monday through Friday
starting on May 15 and continuing through October 15 each year.Labor Day and Independence Day (July 4) shall not be considered
On-Peak. If July 4 occurs on Sunday then the following Monday shall
not be considered On-Peak. The Company's On-Peak hours may bechanged from time to time and Customer will be notified 12 monthsprior to such change becoming effective.
Company's Off-Peak hours, for the purposes of this rate schedule, are

all hours of the year not designated as On-Peak hours.

N
I
I
I
I
5 Hevision Number: 13 thEffective: b-16-•1
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DEFINITION OF ON-PEAK KVA, ANNUAL ON-PEAK KVA AND OFF-PEAKJKVA

The terms On-Peak Kva", 'Annual On-Peak Kva" and 'Off-Peak Kva"
shall bedefined as follows:

(1) On-Peak Kva is the average Kva supplied during the four fifteen
minute periods of maximum use during the On-Peak hours of thebilling month.

(2) Annual On-Peak Kva is the highest On-Peak Kva established in the
12 months ending with and including the current billing month.
For billing purposes, Customer's Annual On-Peak Kva shall not be
less than 600 Kva.

(3) Off-Peak Kva is the average Kva supplied during the four fifteen
minute periods of maximum use during the Off-Peak hours of the
billing month.

DETERMINATION OF PRIMARY KVA AND SECONDARY KVA TO BE USED IN CALCULATING
THE BILL

The Primary Kva and the Secondary Kva to be used in calculating the
Monthly Bill shall be determined in accordance with the following
provisions:

(1) If the Off-Peak Kva is equal to or less than the Annual On-Peak
Kva, the highest of the following will be billed as Primary Kva:

(a) The On-Peak Kva;
(b) The Off-Peak Kva;(c) 85% of the Annual On-Peak Kva; or

(d) 600 Kva.

(2) If the Off-Peak Kva is greater than the Annual On-Peak Kva, then
Annual On-Peak Kva, but not less than 600 Kva, will be billed as
Primary Kva and the excess of the Off-Peak Kva over the Annual
On-Peak Kva will be billed as Secondary Kva.

The above provision (2) is not applicable to either (a) new
customers taking service for the first time during the period
starting October 16 and continuing through May 14 or (b) for
existing customers operating new facilities during such period.
Under such circumstances, unless the Annual On-Peak Kva has been
determined by mutual agreement, the Off-Peak Kva will be billed
as Primary Kva until the following May 15.

Revision Number: 13 1h Effective: 5-16-91
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HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY
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PAYMENT

I Bills are due when rendered.' A bill for electric service is
delinquent if payment is not received by the Past Due Date shown on
the Electric Service Bill. The Past Due Date will not be less thanUsixteen (16) days from the date the bill is mailed to Customer. A
one-time late payment charge of 3% of the entire bill exclusive of
sales tax will be assessed if the total amount due is not received on3 or before the Past Due Date.

CONTRACT PERIOD

I Not less than I year.

I NOTICE
Electric Service furnished under this rate schedule is subject to the
Company's Terms and Conditions for the Sale of Electric Service,3 Sheet No. El.

ReiinNme:1I-hEfcie -69
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FUEL COST FACTOR - RIDER FC

Pursuant to the Substantive Rules of the Public Utility Commission of
Texas~, Section 23.23(b)(2), all applicable rate schedules shall be subject to aI Fuel Charge determined by multiplying the Kwh for the current billing month times
the appropriate Fuel Cost Factor. The Fuel Cost Factor will be adjusted to
recognize differences in losses due to voltage levels of service. The Fuel Cost3 Factors are as follows:

Overall Factor $.019649 /Kwh

UDistribution Voltage $.019924 /Kwh

Transmission Voltage $.018765 /Kwh

ReiinNme:2dEfcie -29
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F TO: Distribution December 16, 1992

FROMN1f K. J. Ousdahl

i SUBJEC1.JPCRF FACTORS EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1993

Purchased Power Cost Recovery (PCRF) Factors have been calculated to colloct the difference
I between firm cogeneration payments in base rates and projected 1993 firm payments to

cogenerators of $25.3 million. This amount represents an approximately $13 million increase
over 1992 due to projected firm cogeneration contract escalations, Both old and new factors
are listed below. The new factors will be effective with the January, 1993 billing month.

Old Factors New Factors
Eff•tive January 99 Effective Janu1 992

RS S .000372 $ .000670
MGS .000307 .0005235 LGS .000208 .000449
LOS-A .000173 .000273
LOS-B (per Kva) .170497 .209959
TNP (.001542) (.000558)
SPL .000181 .000313

i CLS .000175 .000266

i MLP:mp

Distribution:

R. S. Letbetter M. R. Ferrell H. W. Roesler
J. S. Brian D. G. Gartman C. L. Sadowsky
L. G. Brackeen P. B. Griffin J. F. Schaefer
A. D. Maddox T. C. Kolkhont T. M. Sobey
T. R. Standish F. J. LeBlanc R. S. Tumbull
A. Abramowitz R, Q. McWhirter E. H. Turner
C, T. Breuer P. A. Morrow W. L. Ulrich3 W. L. Bryant D. S. Murphy R. Wright
R. A. Dowdall 0. E. Nichols Z. E. Wright
R. C. Ehmer J. N, Purdue R. A. Zapalac

II

3 TOTA~L F'. .
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SMALL INDUSTRIAL SERVICE

RATE SCHEDULE E-G

5 APPLICABILITY

This rate is applicable to customers receiving electrical
service for any purpose other than use in Individuallymetered residential dwellings, and includes service totemporary service installations.

3 AyAILABILITY

This rate schedule is available to all customers whose
electric requirements for al) uses exceed three hundred
(300) kilowatts of maximum demand during any month during
any twelve (12) month period, but whose requirements do not
equal or exceed five thousand (5000) kilowatts of maximum
demand.

MONTHLY BASE RATES

The monthly base rates shall be the sum of the following
charges:

SCustomer Charge $ 100.00 per month

Demand Charge
Ron-coincident peak (NCP) KW demand c/h•ge

$ 1.260,per billing NCP
KW demand

Coincident peak (CP) KW demand charge Summer
On peak $ 9.061 per CP KW demand
Off peak $ 6.465 per CP KW demand

SEnergy Charge

$ 0.0.088 per KWH

5 Capacity Charge

$ 0.2400 KVA for all transformer capacity installed to
serve the customer's facility.

U FORM I12 14•7
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400 EJanuary 25, 1991

SECTION NUMBER Mm DOC YYe

3DETERMINATION OF BILLING KW DEMAND

1. Non-coincident peak (NCP) kw demand charge. The non-
coincident peak billing kw demand charge shall be the
highest measured non-coincident kw demand established
during the billing period.

2. Coincident peak (CP) kw demand. The coincident peak kw
demand shall be the kw demand established during the
LCRA system peak hour (coincident peak) during the
billing period. For the months of June, Julys August,I and September, the Summer CP kw demand charge will be
applied to the coincident peak kw demand. For all
other months, the off-peak demand charge will be
applied to the coinciden' peak kw demand.

MINIMUM MONTHLY CHARGES

The minimum monthly bill shall be the customer charge plus
the non-coincident peak demand charge plus the coincident

Speak demand charge plus the capacity charge.

BILLING ADJUSTMENTS

3 1. In addition to the base charges, each customer's
monthly bill shall Include an appropriate fuel cost
charge as explained on Sheet No. 485.

S2. In addition to the base charges and fuel cost charges,
each customer's monthly bill shall include a power cost
adjustment charge, if applicable, as explained on Sheet
No. 495.

3. In addition to the base charges, fuel cost charges, and
power cost adjustment charges, the customer shall be
billed for all taxes applicable to the sale of
electricity.

3 FORM 11214)07
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TERM OF PAYMENT

The bills rendered under this schedule are net and will be
increased by 10% if not paid within fifteen (15) days .after

* the date of the bill.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE

3 Electric service supplied under this rate schedule shall be
(;0 cycle alternating current delivered at a single point of
service to be designated by the City, at the City's choice
of the following standard voltage:

1
120/208 volts, three phase

- 120/240 volts, three phase
240/480 volts* three phase277/480 volts, three phase

7200/12470 volts, three phase

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SERVICE

1. Service rendered under this schedule is subject to theU. City's Rules and Regulations in effect from time to
time.

I 2. Service will be rendered under this schedule when the
City has facilities immediately adjacent to the
customer's premise. If a power line extension is
required to provide service to the customer; the
customer's cost of the line extension will be
Jetermianed in accordance with the City's extension3 policy in effect at the time of the extension.

3. The customer shall control voltage fluctuations caused
by his equipment at his expense. A customer's
equipment shall not cause voltage fluctuations that
exceed 1% on the City's primary distribution system.

I
I
I FOILM 1121I-07
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I

4. A power factor penalty shall be assessed if the
necessary equipment for determining power factor is
installed and if the power factor during the coincident
peak kw demand period is less than 0.90.

SThe power factor penalty shall be calculated by
increasing the measured coincident peak kw billing
demand such that the corrected billing demand and

3 measured KVAR yield a calculated power factor of 0.90.
If the measured power factor is 0.90 or greater, the
billing kw demand shall be the kw demand in accordance
with the appropriate schedule.

The additional metering equipment necessary to measure
or compute KVAR or power factor may be installed at any
demand metered customer without notice at the
discretion of the City.

l
U
I
i
I
I
I
I
I FOftM Il1 1.00'7
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I SCRIPT FOR TRAINING VIDEO

"DEMAND, ENERGY & POWER FACTOR"F

INTRODUCTION

This video is designed to provide information for facility managers about
electrical demand, utility rate block extenders, and power factor.

Most people understand that energy at their homes is measured and
* billed in kilowatt-hours.

3 However, energy bills at commarcial and industrial plants are more
complex, with many factors that have important impacts on costs.

I This video explains some of the major components of your billing so that
you can take steps to most effectively control your electrical costs,

DEMAND

The rate at which you use energy at your plant is defined as demand.I Under most billing rate structures it is expressed in kilowatts, but some utilities
use kilovolt-amperes.

As an example, the demand you use can be compared to filling a3 swimming pool in your backyard.

For this example, the two methods available to fill the pool are either aI garden hose or a fire hose.

I The garden hose is like low electrical demand, and there is only a small
outlay of money and material for the hose itself. However, the rate at which you3 can fill the pool is very slow.
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If you could use a fire hose, similar to high demand, you would have a
large outlay of money and material for the hose and fire plug - but the

advantage is that the pool will fill much faster.

Equating this to demand, the faster the rate of energy flow (water in this
example) the higher the capital cost fpr equipment to provide the same total
amount of energy (gallons of water to fill the pool).

all itsA utility must have larger electrical service capacity for a plant which runs

alisequipment at once compared to one which can stagger equipment use
* over time.

Utilities pass this cost on to customers in a demand charge. One way to3 lower costs for industrial and commercial customers is to lower demand.

In a moment we will talk more about a simple example of loweringI demand, but first, let's talk some more about why electrical demand charges
occur.

Electric Load Leveling:

5 ** show flip chart of daily utility load (see copy at end of script)

3 This is the typical load a utility experiences during a peak summer 24-
hour period.

I Because electric utilities generally do not store energy, they must have
sufficient equipment capacity to produce the highest peak demand during theI day (point to the peak demand) at the time it is needed.

* At other times some of this equipment is idle.

As you can see by this chart, most of the demand on the utility company isI during the normal 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. workday.

3 The maximum daily peak demand in the South normally occufs about 6
p.m., when most people return home to cook, watch -TV, and 'turn on their air

* conditioners.
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I The utility meets the demand as it occurs, and then idles equipment as it
declines (point to graph).

A utility plant would like to lower both the maximum demand and also
* spread it evenly throughout the day to better use their equipment.

The method for the utility to do this is called "load or demand leveling."

Example:

I A simple example for load or demand leveling would be a process which
requires two machines, each with a 100 hp motor for an eight-hour shift,

attended by one or more workers.

3 If you instead use one machine with its 100 hp motor for 16 hours, the
production would theoretically remain the same but the electric demand for the

* same process would be halved.

Four points are important here.
(1) Production is the same.
(2) Demand is cut in half.
(3) Demand charges are reduced.
(4) But, the shift or work day length has

* increased.

Routinely, plants need only increase the length of work day to see aI savings in their electrical demand.

* BLOCK EXTENDERS

3 There are several different types of utility energy rate structures.

One is a flat block structure with a flat rate, such as 30/kWh, for all the
consumption, in kWh, of the plant.

Another typical rate structure is the fixed declining block. For example,U this might cost 30/kWh for the first block of energy consumption and 1 0/kWh for
the second block.
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I The size of the first block is fixed at some value such as 100,000 kWh
and the second block contains all energy consumed more than the amount in the

* first block.

A third typical rate structure is the flexible declining block, It might also
have costs of 30/kWh for the first block of energy and 1 O/kWh for the second
block.

3 This rate structure is dependent on the peak demand of the plant and cost
savings for energy are available as a result of lowering demand.

3 '~ show flip chart of block structure (see copy at end of script)

Shown here is a two block, flexible, declining rate structure. In this case,I the cost for consumption in the second block is cheaper than the first block,

3 The size of the more expensive block is determined by the peak demand
of the plant times a block multiplier.

Exmpe
I For example, let's say a plant has a peak demand of 2000 KW, a total

consumption of 700,000 kWh per month, and a first block multiplier of 250

kWh/KW.

3 Multiplying the peak demand of 2000 KW by the block multiplier of 250
kWh/KW results in the first block size of 500,000 kWh. The remainder of the3 700,000 kWh, or 200,000 kWh, is in the second block.

A first block energy charge of 30/kWh and a second block energy chargeI of 10/kWh, results in a total charge of $17,000 for the energy consumption for
the month.

Reducing demand by 500 KW with the same consumption would3 decrease the size of the first block by 500 KW times 250 kWh/KW or 125,000
kWh's.
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This energy would now be charged at the lower second block rate rather
than the more expensive first block rate.

The savings would be $2,500 per month for this movement of energy from3 one block to the other. There would also be a demand charge savings.

3 Therefore, with the flexible, declining block structure savings can be
realized by lowering demand. However, as has been illustrated here, the total
energy consumption would not change.

3 POWER FACTOR

3 Power factor is closely related to demand. Very basically, power factor is
a measure of how effectively your plant uses the electricity it buys.

U Many billings do not list power factor, but if your plant is operating below3 some predetermined power factor percentage you may be penalized.

Typically, power factors less than 75% to 85% are associated with power
factor cost penalties.

SShow the power triaiigle flip chart (see copy at end of script)

This is a graphical representation of real, apparent and reactive power in3 an AC circuit.

Real power is the power which the equipment actually uses to run, whichI does useful work on the plant floor. Real power is expressed in kilowatts.

* Apparent power is the power the utility will supply to run your equipment.
It is expressed in kilovolt-amperes.

U The ratio of real power to apparent power is the power factor, which is3 normally expressed as a percent.
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I Increasing the power factor to unity, or 1.0, is desirable. This would mean
that you would be using all of the apparent power supplied by the utility to run

your electrical loads and do useful work.

This can be done by adding capacitors to inductive loads, such as electric
motors.

I If your plant has very large motors, the capacitors can be added to the
* motor circuits.

However, sometimes it is more desirable to increase the entire plant's
power factor. This is done by adding a capacitance bank to the incoming
electrical feed.

U With help from the utility and a good electrical contractor this could save
dollars and have a short simple payback. Many power factor correction projects
payback in one or two years.

3 CONCLUSION

In this video, we have introduced you to the basics of electric demand,I block extenders and power factor.

I Using this information, along with a good energy efficiency program, we
hope you get a better return for your electrical energy dollar.
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